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Abstract 
We define a new class of Kripke structures for the second-order I-calculus, and investigate 
the soundness and completeness of some proof systems for proving inequalities (rewrite rules) 
as well as equations. The Kripke structures under consideration are equipped with preorders that 
correspond to an abstract form of reduction, and they are not necessarily extensional. A novelty 
of our approach is that we define these structures directly as functors A: W" -+ Preor equipped 
with certain natural transformations corresponding to application and abstraction (where %” is a 
preorder, the set of worlds, and Preor is the category of preorders). We make use of an explicit 
construction of the exponential of functors in the Cartesian-closed category Preorw, and we also 
define a kind of exponential &(A") set to take care of type abstraction. However, we strive for 
simplicity, and we only use very elementary categorical concepts. Consequently, we believe that 
the models described in this paper are more palatable than abstract categorical models which 
require much more sophisticated machinery (and are not models of rewrite rules anyway). We 
obtain soundness and completeness theorems that generalize some results of Mitchell and Moggi 
to the second-order I-calculus, and to sets of inequalities (rewrite rules). 
1. Introduction 
In order to have 
typed A-calculi and 
a deeper and hopefblly more intuitive understanding of various 
their logical properties, it is useful to define and study classes of 
models for these calculi. Typically, given some typed I-calculus, we are interested 
in reduction or conversion properties of this calculus, and the crucial properties of 
reduction and conversion are axiomatized by a proof system for deriving equations 
or rewrite rules (for example, /?-conversion). Models will be useful only if they are 
sound with respect to the given proof system, in the sense that provable equations (or 
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rewrite rules) must be valid. Then, models can be helpful for showing that a certain 
equation M A N is not derivable from a given set E of equations: it is sufficient to 
exhibit a model in which all equations in E are valid and in which M - N is falsified. 
Conversely, we can better calibrate the strength of a proof system if we can prove a 
completeness theorem. For example, we say that we have strong completeness if we 
can show that for any set E of equations and any equation M L N, if M G N is 
valid in every model of the equations in E, then A4 - N is provable from E. Then, 
we know that if A4 2 N is not a consequence of E, then there is a model of E that 
falsifies M A N. One can also consider refinements of strong completeness theorems 
where completeness is shown for classes of models with certain required properties. 
For the simply-typed A-calculus, models inspired by Henkin models [7] were defined 
by Friedman [2], who proved a strong completeness theorem, as well as another in- 
teresting completeness theorem. Plotkin [14] and Statman [17, 181, also proved some 
refinements of the strong completeness theorem for the simply-typed il-calculus. 
So far, we have assumed that the models under consideration have nonempty carriers 
for all types. However, in computer science applications, the assumption that carriers 
are nonempty may be unreasonable, because too restrictive. This fact was first observed 
by Goguen and Meseguer [S] in the framework of many-sorted algebras, and later on, 
by Meyer, et al. [lo], for the second-order I-calculus. The example of the polymorphic 
boolean type polybool is particularly illuminating. Consider the type 
polybool: = VX. (X + (X ---f X)), 
of polymorphic booleans, and define the terms True, False, and Cond, as 
True: = x. 2x:X. Ly:X.x, 
False: = AX. Ax: X. iy: X. y, 
Cond: = Lb: polybool. b. 
The terms True and False are the only (pure) closed terms of type polybool, and it 
is easy to verify that the equations 
Cond True Xxy G x Cond False&y - y 
are provable, for any term X. 
For any b:polybool, what about the equation 
Cond True bXyy - y (1) 
In fact, it can be shown that this equation does not follow from the previous one. 
This is because there are models where (1) fails, e.g. when there are elements in 
polybool other than True, False, for instance b = _L PO~,,~OO~ (the least element of a 
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cpo) as in the usual cpo-based model. The previous example suggests the following 
question: 
Question: Is it consistent to assume that True and False are the only elements of 
polybool? 
Ingenious contructions of Moggi and Coquand show that the answer is yes. Indeed, 
it can be shown that there is a model of the polymorphic A-calculus in which polybool 
consists exactly of two elements. In this model, (1) is valid. But, these models contain 
empty types. In fact, Meyer et al. [lo] showed that 
In any (nontrivial) model of the polymorphic I-calculus with all types nonempty, 
Eq. (1) is not valid. In particular, there must be at least three elements of type polybool 
in such a model. 
Breazu-Tannen and Coquand [l] showed that these results can be extended to types 
of the form o = VXi . . . V&.z, where z is a quantifier-free type (in the sense that there 
is a model in which elements of the type 0 are precisely those definable by the pure 
closed terms of type d iff models have empty types). 
Thus, models with empty types are indispensable. Unfortunately, empty types cause 
trouble w.r.t. soundness and completeness! The “generic” model property also fails for 
models with empty carriers. For example, consider 
equation 
the set E consisting of the single 
E = { D ix: CT. iy: z. True - ix: C. Ay: z. False}. 
Meyer, et al. [lo] proved that the theory of the class %’ of all models of E (with 
empty carriers) is not equal to the theory of any single model. 
In turn, the absense of the generic model property causes problems for completeness 
proofs. In the traditional proof system w.r.t. models without empty types, we need the 
rule: 
rDd!fl --M~:z 
(nonempty) 
provided that x 4: FV(Ml) U FV(M2). 
But rule (nonempty) is not sound w.r.t. models with empty carriers! So, we can 
try to delete rule (nonempty) from the traditional proof system. But then, we loose 
completeness! 
Let rcl and 712 be the simply-typed terms 
711 = Ax: cr. Ay: Is. x, lr2 = 3,x: 0. ly: 0. y, 
and let f: (c + CT + 0) -+ CT. Then, 
D ix: 0. (fz,) + /zX: 0. (fq): (~7 - 0) 
semantically implies 
D j-71, A f712: 0. 
(2) 
(3) 
260 
However, 
without rule 
Meyer, et 
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the above implication cannot be derived in the traditional proof system 
(nonempty). 
al. [lo], gave a complete proof system w.r.t. models with empty carriers. 
However, reasoning in such a system is rather complicated, since it is necessary to add 
new axioms 
empty(o),x: CJ D True A FaIse:polybool 
and a new rule to reason by cases: 
r,x:abM A N:z r,empty(a)bkf G= N:z 
l-r>M-N:z 
(cases) 
where x $! FV(A4) U FL’(N). 
Also, to the best of our knowledge, a detailed completeness proof has not been 
published. Thus, it appears that dealing with models with empty types is not such a 
simple matter, and that classical models do not seem well suited. 
Mitchell and Moggi [12] observed that after all, proof systems for typed I-calculi 
are intuitionistic (in most cases), and that the semantics in terms of Her&in-like models 
with possibly empty carriers is just too classical in nature, in the sense that arguments 
where we assume that a carrier is either empty or nonempty, may be used freely. Thus, 
Mitchell and Moggi suggested to consider intuitionistic semantics such as Kripke-style 
semantics. Indeed, a Kripke-style semantics forces an intuitionistic interpretation of 
the connectives, and extended completeness holds again for the usual proof system, 
regardless of the fact that carriers may be empty. Also, in the Kripke semantics, for 
any set E of equations, there is a Kripke model d such that, an equation M G N is 
valid in d iff A4 A N is provable from E. Besides having the virtue that these desirable 
completeness properties are regained in the Kripke semantics, from a categorical point 
of view, Kripke models are essentially equivalent to arbitrary CCC’s, as sketched in 
[12]. However, this relationship will not be considered in the present paper. 
In this paper, we define a new class of Kripke structures for the second-order A- 
calculus, and investigate the soundness and completeness of some proof systems for 
proving inequalities (rewrite rules) or equations. Actually, we consider a more gen- 
eral class of structures. Traditionally, only models of conversion have been considered. 
However, we believe that models can also be used to prove properties of the reduction 
relation. Thus, the Kripke structures considered in this paper are equipped with pre- 
orders that correspond to an abstract form of reduction, and they are not necessarily 
extensional. This approach allows us to consider models of sets of rewrite rules, as well 
as sets of equations. We obtain soundness and completeness theorems that generalize 
some results of Mitchell and Moggi [12] to the second-order I-calculus, and to sets of 
inequalities (rewrite rules). 
Since the paper is quite technical, in order to help the reader sort out what is really 
new, which difficulties had to be overcome, and where are the most important results 
of this paper, we provide the following summary. 
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The new contributions are: 
(1) A construction of Kripke models of the second-order ;l-calculus, extending that 
of Mitchell and Moggi for the simply-typed A-calculus. 
(2) The fact that these Kripke models are models of the reduction relation, and not 
just of the conversion relation. 
(3) A clarification of the nature of extensionality. 
(4) Proof systems for rewrite rules as well as equations, and proofs of soundness 
and completeness with respect to the new class of Kripke models (also, the generic 
model property). 
Not surprisingly, the greatest difficulties were encountered in looking for an inter- 
pretation of second-order types. Inspired by Breazu-Tannen and Coquand’s notion of a 
type algebra [l] and a model constuction in [6], we eventually came up with the idea 
of the dependent product 9ZI&4S)sEr. We were stuck for quite a while, not having 
realized that ~ZIQ,(R),~~ is really an exponential. Once we realized that a functorial 
contruction was necessary, everything got unlocked. We believe that our construction 
is quite elegant (although hard-core category scientists might have preferred an invo- 
cation of the Yoneda lemma). The construction of a generic model is not that different 
from that of Mitchell and Moggi, except that checking the details regarding polymor- 
phic types is quite involved. Similarly, the soundness proof is very tedious, but fairly 
standard. 
Another point that gave us quite a bit of trouble is extensionality. It took us a long 
time to realize that extensionality corresponds to the injectivity of some of the primitive 
operators involved in the definition of models. Again, we believe that our solution is 
quite elegant, and sheds some new light on the nature of extensional@. 
Finding the proof systems for rewrite rules was fairly straightforward, but tuning the 
extensionality rules was a bit tricky. Contrary to proof systems for equations, exten- 
sionality rules are not equivalent to q-like rules. We also observed that the substitution 
rule cannot always be dispended with (in the nonextensional case). 
The most important sections of this paper are Section 4, where Kripke structures 
are defined, Section 6, where the proof systems are defined, and Section 7, where the 
soundness and completeness results are proved (Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, Theorem 7.3). 
Although we were not expecting to use any category theory in this paper, we real- 
ized that this was almost unvoidable in order to come up with the “right” concepts. 
In particular, we do not believe that we would have come up with the right notion 
of dependent product for interpreting typed ,&abstraction, if we had not known that 
categories of presheaves are Cartesian-closed. Thus, we found it convenient to define 
these structures directly as functors A: W + Preor equipped with certain natural trans- 
formations corresponding to application and abstraction (where -/lr is a preorder, the 
set of worlds, and Preor is the category of preorders). We make use of an explicit 
construction of the exponential of functors in the Cartesian-closed category Preorw‘, 
and we also define a kind of exponential l&,(AS)sE~ to take care of type abstraction. 
However, we only use elementary categorical concepts, and we do not appeal to any 
fancy machinery. 
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Actually, categorical models of polymorphic I-calculi have been investigated by 
Seely [ 161 and Pitts [ 131. Seely works with so-called PL categories, and obtains a 
soundness and completeness theorem for the equational /$theory of a version of the 
o-order I-calculus. The completeness theorem is a consequence of an equivalence of 
categories. We have no idea how to construct a counter-example model, or whether 
this can be done at all, but we also have to admit that the categorical machinery is well 
beyond our level of sophistication. Pitts gives a construction for embedding a so-called 
2T/iC-hyperdoctrine into a topos model. This is achieved in two steps, the first one 
beeing a Grothendieck fibration construction, and the second one a Yoneda embedding. 
Pitts does obtain a soundness and completeness theorem for the the equational pn- 
theory of the second-order &calculus. Again, we have to confess that the categorical 
machinery is well beyond our level of sophistication. Nevertheless, in view of these two 
rather abstract constructions, we do not see how explicit counterexample models could 
be obtained easily. With our class of models, such counter-examples can be obtained 
rather easily by a quotient construction. Furthermore, we can also handle nonextensional 
models, and rewrite rules. Considering the level of sophistication required to handle 
equations with categorical models, we worry that constructing categorical models of 
reduction could be really complicated. We view our work as a necessary preliminary 
step in investigating models of reduction for the second-order A-calculus, more in a 
proof-theoretic spirit than a categorical spirit, and we leave the more sophisticated 
categorical constructions as a challenge to categorists. 
In order to understand what motivated our definition of a Kripke structure for the 
second-order I-calculus, it is useful to review the usual definition of an applicative 
structure for the simply-typed I-calculus (for example, as presented in [6]). For sim- 
plicity, we are restricting our attention to arrow types. Let y be the set of simple 
types built up from some base types using the constructor +. Given a signature Z of 
function symbols, where each symbol in C is assigned some type in F, an applicative 
structure d is defined as a triple 
where 
(Aa)oE~ is a family of nonempty sets called carriers, 
(ad,’ hrEy is a family of application operators, where each appq’ is a total 
function appa,‘: AbiT x A” --t A’; and 
Const is a function assigning a member of A” to every symbol in Z of type cr. 
The meaning of simply-typed A-terms is usually defined using the notion of an 
environment, or valuation. A valuation is a function p: X --f U(A”)oEy, where X is 
the set of term variables. Although when nonempty carriers are considered (which is 
the case right now), it is not really necessary to consider judgements for interpreting 
A-terms, since we are going to consider more general applicative structures, we define 
the semantics of terms using judgements. Recall that a judgement is an expression of 
the form r D M: CT, where r, called a context, is a set of variable declarations of the 
form xi:cri,...,x,:e,, where the xi are pairwise distinct and the ci are types, M is 
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a simply-typed L-term, and c is a type. There is a standard proof system that allows 
to type-check terms. A term M type-checks with type cr in the context r (where r 
contains an assignment of types to all the variables in M) iff the judgement r D M: 0 is 
derivable in this proof system. Given a context r, we say that a valuation p satisjies r 
iff p(x) E A’ for every x: r~ E r (in other words, p respects the typing of the variables 
declared in r). Then given a context r and a valuation p satisfying r, the meaning 
[r D M: alp of a judgement r D M: rs is defined by- induction on the derivation of 
r D M: (r, according to the following clauses: 
[r D x: a]p = p(x), if x is a variable; 
[r D c: o]p = Const(c), if c is a constant; 
[r D MN: z]p = app’q[r D M: (a + z)]p, I[r D N: alp), 
[r D Lx: cr. M: (a -+ z)np = f, where f is the unique element of Au-” such that 
appd,‘(f, a) = [yr,x: IT D M: zJp[x: = a], for every a E A”. 
Note that in order for the element f EA’+’ to be uniquely defined in the last 
clause, we need to make certain additional assumptions. First, we assume that we are 
considering extensional applicative structures, which means that for all f, g EP”, 
if app(f, a) = app(g, a) for all a EA”, then f = g. This condition guarantees the 
uniqueness of f if it exists. The second condition is more technical, and asserts that 
each A” contains enough elements so that there is an element f EA”+ such that 
appaST(f, a) = [r,x: D D M: zjjp[x: = a], for every a EP. 
Note that each operator appq’: A’” x A” + A’ induces a function fun%‘: A”+ ’ -+ 
[A” + A’], where [A” + A’] denotes the exponential of A’ and A’ (in this case, since 
we are in the category of sets, the set of functions from A” to A’), defined such that 
f~‘Yf )(a) = w+Yf, a), 
for all f EA”‘T, and all a E Au. Then, extensional&y is equivalent to the fact that 
each funb,T is injective. Note that f un”aT: A”’ ’ -+ [A0 + AT] is the “curried” version 
of app&‘: Aa’ * x Au + A’, and it exists because the category of sets is Cartesian- 
closed. For the category of sets, the fact that [A’+A’] is an exponential object is 
a triviality, but for more general categories, as this will be the case when we define 
Kripke structures (categories of presheaves), the existence of exponentials is no longer 
a trivial fact (but not a difficult one). 
The clause defining [r D Ax: CT. M: (a -+ z)jjp suggests that a partial map ab&'~': 
[A”+A’] -+A d + ‘, “abstracting” a function cp E [A” + AT] into an element abst”T’( cp) E 
A” “T, can be defined. For example, the function cp defined such that q(a) = [T,x: o D 
M: zl]p[x: = a] would be mapped to [r D Ix: cr.M: (0 -+ z)jjp. In order for the resulting 
structure to be a model of /?-reduction, we just have to require that fun’,’ and abst’,’ 
satisfy the axiom 
fun”“(abst”“(cp)) = cp, 
whenever cp E [A” =+A’] is in the domain of absI?. But now, observe that if pairs 
of operators f urP, abst”,’ satisfying the above axiom are defined, the injectivity of 
furP is superfluous for defining [r D Ax: CT. M: (a + z)jp. 
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Thus, by defining a more general kind of applicative structure using the operators 
fun”‘T and absl?, we can still give meanings to I-terms, even when these structures 
are nonextensional. In particular, our approach is an alternative to the method where 
one considers applicative structures with meaning functions, as for example in Mitchell 
[ 111. In particular, the term structure together with the meaning function defined using 
substitution can be seen to be an applicative structure according to our definition. In 
fact, this approach allows us to go further. We can assume that each carrier Au is 
equipped with a preorder da, and rather than considering the equality 
fun”“(abst”‘(cp)) = cp, 
we can consider inequalities 
f un”‘( abst”“( cp)) ? 50. 
This way, we can deal with intentional (nonapplicative) structures that model reduction 
rather than conversion. We learned from Gordon Plotkin that models of /?-reduction 
(or flu-reduction) have been considered before, in particular by Girard [4], Jacobs 
et al. [8], and Plotkin [15]. However, except for Girard who studies qualitative domains 
for system F, the other authors consider models of the untyped I-calculus. In [4], 
definition 1.12, Girard defines a il-structure as a triple D = (X,H,K) consisting of 
(i) a qualitative domain X, 
(ii) a stable function H from X to X +X, and 
(iii) a stable function K from X +X to X, 
where X+X is the set of all traces of stable functions from X to X. Girard then 
shows that a L-structure D models /I-reduction if H o K c Id, +x, and that D models 
q-reduction if K o H c Idx (note that the partial order c corresponds to the opposite of 
our ordering 3). Girard also states that such structures have nice features, in particular 
because they can be approximated by finite ~-structures. 
The major difference with our approach is that the above models are intended for 
the untyped I-calculus. 
In [ 151, Section 3, Plotkin introduces anotion of model of /I-reduction that he calls an 
ordered I-interpretation. After Mitchell [l 11, Plotkin defines such a structure as a triple 
9 = @‘,.,[.I(.)), where P is a partial order, . is a monotonic application operation 
.: P x P -+ P, and [.I(.) is a meaning function, that maps terms and environments to 
P, and such that some obvious conditions on In(+) hold. If the condition 
[Ax. in . a 5 wnm: = 4, 
holds, we say that B is a model of P-reduction. Plotkin then proceeds to show that such 
models are sound and complete with respect o Curry-style type inference systems (also 
known as systems for F-deducibility), for various type disciplines. The main difference 
with our approach is that Plotkin’s structures are models of the untyped L-calculus, 
and that meaning functions are an intrinsic part of their definition. In our definition, 
the meaning function is not part of the definition, but it is uniquely defined. For our 
purposes, this is a much more suitable approach. 
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We now show how to construct Kripke structures along the ideas sketched above. 
First, we review Mitchell and Moggi’s definition [12]. The main new ingredient is 
that we have a preordered set (-ly-, Q, intuitively, a set of worlds. Then, a Kripke 
applicative structure is defined as a tuple 
where 
#‘” is a set of worlds preordered by C, 
(4 )&-?vEW is a family of (possibly empty) sets called carriers, 
(wC)a,r69-,w~7Y is a family of application operators, where each appy is a total 
function appy:AG” x A: +A;; 
‘0 I w.w :A;, +A& is a transition function, whenever wi L ~2. 
Furthermore, certain conditions hold, making each A” into a ftmctor from w to 
Sets, and each app”,’ into a natural transformation between the functors A’ -+ ’ x A” 
and A’. For example, we have 
for all ~EAG;” and all aEA&.2 
If we want to adapt this definition to give a more general definition in terms of the 
operators furP and abst?‘, we need to define fun%’ as the “curried” version of the 
natural transformation appfiT between the functors Au’ * x Aa and AT. This is where we 
use a bit of category theory. Each A’ can be viewed as a mnctor Aa: W -+ Sets from 
the preorder %‘” viewed as a category, and the category of sets, and these fimctors 
together with the natural transformations between them form a category, a presheaf 
category, which is known to be Cartesian-closed (see [9]). Furthermore, it is possible to 
give an explicit construction of the exponential [A” + AT] (see Definition 3.5) between 
two mnctors Au and AT, and to define fun as curry(app). Then, it is easy to define a 
Kripke applicative structure in terms of the natural transformations funb” and abst%‘. 
In order to deal with second-order types, first, we need to provide an interpretation 
of the type variables. Thus, as in Breazu-Tannen and Coquand [l], we assume that we 
have an algebra of types T, which consists of a quadruple 
(T, -,[T*Tl,V, 
where T is a nonempty set of types, + : T x T -+ T is a binary operation on T, [T + T] 
is a nonempty set of functions from T to T, and V is a function V: [T + T] -+ T. 
We hope that readers will forgive us for using the same letter T to denote an algebra 
of types and its carrier. Intuitively, given a valuation 0: V -+ T (where Y is the set 
of type variables), a type o E Y will be interpreted as an element [aJJO of T. Then, a 
second-order applicative structure is defined as a tuple 
(T, (OH, (apps%,l~r, (tapp’%lr + TI), 
* Constants can be handled too, but for simplicity, they are dropped. 
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where 
T is an algebra of types; 
(Asks is a family of nonempty sets called carriers, 
(apps*f),,ET is a family of application operators, where each apps9’ is a total function 
appS~f:ASdf x AS +A’; 
(tapp@)a,[T + T] is a family of type-application operators, where each tapp* is a 
total function tapp@: A’(@) x T + U(A@(S))s~~, such that tapp@(f, t) E A”(‘), for every 
f E At/(“), and every t E T. 
In order to define second-order applicative structures using operators like fun and 
abst, we need to define the curried version tfun@ of tapp@: A’(@) x T -+ U(A@(S)),E~. 
For this, we define a kind of dependent product 911~(A”),E~ (see Definition 3.8). 
Then, we have families of operators tfun@: A’(@) -+ SBIIG(A”)~~T, and tabst”: 
~~@(A%T -+ A’(@), for every @ E [T + T]. 
Now, if we want to adapt the above definition to define Kripke applicative struc- 
tures, we have to view A’(@) x T and U(A@(“))sE~ as functors, and tapp@: A’(@) x 
T + U(A@(S)),ET as a natural transformation between them. Then, we need to de- 
fine some form of exponential of T and ~(A@@)),,T. Such an exponential can indeed 
be constructed as a functor &&4S)sE~ defined in terms of the dependent products 
911a(AS,),E~ (see Definition 3.8). We also need to show that the functor J&(A”)sE~ 
satisfies a universal property analogous to the property satisfied by the fun&or [AS + A’]. 
For this, we define the set Nat&H x T, IJ(A@(“))SE~) as the set of natural transforma- 
tions q: H x T --+ U(A@(S))sE~, such that, u],(a, t) E At”), for every a E H, and every 
t E T (see Definition 3.9). Then, we can prove a lemma (Lemma 3.11) that shows 
that na(ASlsE~ is indeed a certain kind of exponential. Thus, at the level of presheaf 
categories, we have the usual maps curry and uncurry that set up a (natural) bijec- 
tion between Nat(H x F, G) and Nat(H, [F + G]), but also some maps curry@ and 
uncurry, that set up a (natural) bijection between the sets of natural transformations 
Nat,(H x T, U(A@(%-) and Nat@& &J-@),E~). 
Armed with the definition of the functors [As +A’] and n@(A’&, and the natural 
transformations fun, abst, tf un, and tabst, we can define Kripke applicative struc- 
tures (see Definition 4.1), In fact, the definition also applies to the product and sum 
types, and to carriers AS, equipped with preorders. This way, we can define models of 
sets of rewrite rules, as well as models of sets of equations, 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a review of the syntax of the second- 
order typed I2-calculus I + ,x,+,vZ. Section 3 contains a review of some elementary 
notions of category theory. An explicit construction of the exponential of functors 
F, G: W -+ Preor, where Y’#‘” is a preorder, and Preor is the category of preorders, is 
given. The dependent product &JAS)sE~ is also defined. Kripke pre-applicative struc- 
tures are defined in Section 4. In Section 5, we show how to interpet second-order 
A-terms using Kripke applicative structures. A number of proof systems for prov- 
ing inequalities (rewrite rules) and equations are defined in Section 6. Satisfaction 
and validity (in a Kripke structure) is also defined. Some soundness and complete- 
ness results are proved in Section ‘7. The results of Section 7 are adapted to equa- 
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tions in Section 8. Section 9 contains the conclusion and some suggestions for further 
research. 
2. Syntax of the second-order typed A-calculus 1+ jx 9+1v’ 
In this section, we review quickly the syntax of the second-order typed A-calculus 
3 + *‘,+,“. This includes a definition of the second-order types under consideration, of L 
raw terms, or the type-checking rules for judgements, and of the reduction rules. For 
more details (on the subsystem ;1 +,v2 ), the reader should consult Breazu-Tannen and 
Coquand [ 11. 
Let .y denote the set of second-order types. This set comprises type variables X, 
type constants k, and compound types (0 -+ r), (a x r), (a + r), and VX 0. It is 
assumed that we have a set TC of type constants (also called base types of kind *). 
We have a countably infinite set -Y- of type variables (denoted as upper case letters 
X, Y,Z), and a countably infinite set X of term variables (denoted as lower case letters 
x, y,z). We denote the set of free type variables occurring in a type CJ as FTV(o). 
We use the notation * for the kind of types. Since we are only considering second- 
order quantification over predicate symbols (of kind *) of arity 0, this is superfluous. 
However, it will occasionally be useful to consider contexts r in which type variables 
are explicitly present, since this makes the type-checking rules more uniform in the 
case of ,?-abstraction and typed A-abstraction. Thus, officially, a context r is a set 
{x,:0,, . ..) x,: CJ,,}, where xi,. . .,x, are term variables, and ~1,. . . , CT,, are types. We let 
dam(r) = {x1 , . . .,x,}. As usual, we assume that the variables Xj are pairwise distinct. 
We also assume that x 6 dam(r) in a context T,x : 0. Informally, we will also consider 
contexts {Xi: *, . . . , Xm: Ir, x1: CTI, . . . , x,: a,}, where Xi,. . . ,X,,, are type variables, and 
Xl,..., x, are term variables, with the two sets {Xi,. . . ,X,} and {XI,. . . ,xn} disjoint, 
the variables Xi pairwise distinct, and the variables xj pairwise distinct. We assume 
that X @ dam(r) in a context T,X: *. For the sake of brevity, rather than writing 
typed I-abstraction as 1X: *. M, it will be written as 1X. M. 
It is assumed that we have a set Const of constants, together with a function 
Type: Const -+ f-, such that every constant c is assigned a closed type Type(c) in 
y. The set TC of type constants, together with the set Const of constants, and the 
function Type, constitute a signature C. Let us review the definition of raw terms. 
Definition 2.1. The set of raw terms is defined inductively as follows: every variable 
x E 3? is a raw term, every constant c E Const is a raw terms, and if M,N are raw 
terms and G, r are types, then (MN), (MT), in: o.M, A.X.M, n*(M), 712(M), (M, N), 
inl(M), inr(M), and [M, N], are raw terms. 
We let IV(M) denote the set of free term-variables in M. Raw terms may contain 
free variables and may not type-check (for example, (xx)). In order to define which raw 
terms type-check, we consider expressions of the form r D M: a, called judgements, 
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where r is a context in which all the free term variables in M are declared. A term 
M type-checks with type CT in the context r iff the judgement r D M: (T is provable 
using axioms and rules summarized in the following definition. 
Definition 2.2. The judgements of the polymorphic typed &calculus 1-*‘,+,‘* are 
defined by the following rules. 
r D X: (7, when x: c E r, 
r D C: Type(c), when c is a constant, 
r,X:O D kh 
r D (h: 0. hf): (0 + Z) 
(abstruction) 
r D kf:(WT) r D N:a 
r D (m):~ 
(application) 
rDhf:O rDN:z 
rD (h!f,N):flX~ 
@airing) 
rDhhJX7 rbM:axz 
r D xl(M): CT 
(projection) 
r D ?Q(M): T 
(projection) 
rDM:o rDM:t 
r D id(M): 0 + z (injection) r D inr(M): 0 + z (injection) 
r D M:(o+d) r D N:(z--th) 
r D [M, N]:(a+z)+d 
(co-pairing) 
r,X:* D M:a 
r D (AX. M):VX. CI 
(V-intro) 
provided that X $ lJx:rCrFTV(r); 
rDM:t/X.a 
r D (MT): a[z/X] 
(V-elim) 
The reason why we do not officially consider that a context contains type variables, 
is that in the rule (V-elim), the type r could contain type variables not declared in 
r, and it would be necessary to have a weakening rule to add new type variables 
to a context (or some other mechanism to add new type variables to a context). As 
long as we do not deal with dependent types, this technical annoyance is most simply 
circumvented by assuming that type variables are not included in contexts. 
Instead of using the construct case P of inl(x: a) +- M 1 in+: r) + N, we found 
it more convenient and simpler to use the slightly more general construct [M, N], where 
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A4 is of type 0 + 6 and N is of type z + 6, even when A4 and N are not A-abstractions. 
This will be especially advantageous for the semantic treatment to follow. Then, we 
can define the conditional construct case P of inl(n : a) +M 1 inr(y : r) + N, where 
P is of type o + r, as [LX: o.M, Ay: r. NIP. 
Definition 2.3. The reduction rules of the system A+ ,X,f,V are listed below: 
(Ax: cr. M)N - M[N/x], [M, N]inl(P) - MP, 
v((MN)) -M [M, N]inr(P) -+ NP, 
n2((MN)) -N (nx M)z - M[z/X]. 
The reduction relation defined by the rules of Definition 2.3 is denoted as --+b (even 
though there are reductions other than P-reduction). From now on, when we refer to 
a L-term, we mean a A-term that type-checks. In order to define Kripke models for 
* + ,x,+,v’2 A. , we need to review a few concepts from category theory. 
3. Exponentials and dependent products in the category Preor* 
In this section, we define an algebra of polymorphic types, and review some elemen- 
tary notions of category theory. We give an explicit construction of the exponential 
of fimctors F, G: ?Y --+ Preor, where w is a preorder, and Preor is the category of 
preorders. We also define the dependent product &,(AS)SEr, and show that this functor 
is a certain kind of exponential, if the right set of natural transformations is considered. 
Definition 3.1. Au algebra of (polymorphic) types is a tuple 
where T is a nonempty set of types, -+ , x, +: T x T -t T are binary operations 
on T, [T =S T] is a nonempty set of functions from T to T, and \J is a function 
V: [T 3 T] -+ T. 
We hope that readers will forgive us for using the same letter T to denote an algebra 
of types and its carrier. Intuitively, given a valuation 0: V -+ T, a type CJ E Y will be 
interpreted as an element I[cr~O of T. 
We need to define two categories of preorders. 
Definition 3.2. The category Preor is the category whose objects are preordered sets 
(IV, Q, and whose arrows f: WI --f IV2 are monotonic functions (with respect to Ci and 
C2). The category Preorp is the category whose objects are preordered sets (W, L), 
and whose arrows f: IV, -+ IV2 are monotonic partial functions (with respect to Li and 
c2 ). 
It is obvious that Preor and Preorp are categories. Given a monotonic function 
f: W, -+ W2, where WI and W2 are preorders, we say that f is isotone iff f (WI) C 
f(w2) implies that wi L ~2, for all wi, w2 E WI. 
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Any preordered set (YK, CJ can be viewed as the category whose objects are the 
elements of w, and such that there is a single arrow denoted wi + w2 from wi to w2 
iff w1 C ~2. We will be interested in fimctors F: W -+ Preor. Such a functor assigns 
a preorder F(w) to every w E %‘“, and an arrow F(wl + ~2): F(wl) + F(w2) to every 
pair such that WI G ~2. The preorder F(w) is also denoted as (F,,,, 5:), and the arrow 
F(w, + ~2) is a monotonic function denoted as iclrWZ: F,, -+ Fw,. The fact that F is a 
functor means that ic, w = id, and that ic, ,w, = iz2,w, o ii,,,,, whenever wi C w2 C wg . 
Recall that a natural transformation 4: F + G between two fimctors F, G: W -+ Preor 
is a family r] = (qw&w-, where Q,,: F, + G, is an arrow in Preor, and such that the 
following naturality conditions hold whenever wi L ~2: 
qw2 0 i:,,,, = i,G,,,? O llw, 9 
or in diagram form: 
Definition 3.3. The set of natural transformations between two functors F, G: W -+ 
Preor is denoted as Nat (F, G). The set of natural transformations between two ftmctors 
F,G: W + Preorp is denoted as NatJF, G). Functors F: w+Preor and natural 
transformations between them form a category (of presheaues), denoted as Preor”. 
Similarly, we have the category Preorr. 
The categories Preorw (and P reorr) are Cartesian-closed (see [9]), and we will 
be interested in an explicit description of the exponentials. 
Given an indexed family of sets (Ai)iEI, we let JJ(Ai)iel be the product of the 
family (Ai)iE,, and IJ(Ai)i,r be the coproduct (or disjoint sum) of the family (Ai)iEl. 
The disjoint sum U(Ai)ieI is the set lJ{ (a, i) ) a E Ai}iEI. If the sets Ai are preorders, 
then n(Ai)icl is a preorder under the product preorder, where (ai)iEl 2 (bi)iEI iff 
ai &i bi for all i E I, and U(Ai)iE, is a preorder under the (disjoint) sum preorder, 
where (a, i) g (b, j) iff i = j and a Li b. When I = { 1,2}, we also denote n(Ai)ier 
as Al x AZ, and U(Ai)ie, as Al + AZ. 
Definition 3.4. Given a family of functors (Fi)ic,, where Fi: %‘“-+Preor, we define 
the functors n(Fi)i,I: W +Preor and IJ(Fi)i,l: “W-+Preor as follows. In order to 
abbreviate the notation, let PI = n(Fi)iel, and SI = JJ(Fi)i,l. Then 
(i) For every w E w, P,(w) = n(Fi(w))icr, and arrows are defined in the following 
way: iz , w2 :PI(w~)--~PI(w~) is the I-indexed family n(i2,,,)iEI, where wi & ~2. 
(ii) For every w E w, Sr(w) = U(Fi(W))icI, and arrows are defined in the following 
way: iz,,w2: SI(WI)*SI(W~) is the I-indexed family JJ(i$l,w2)iE,, where wi L ~2. 
It is immediately verified that n(Fi)i,I and IJ(Fi)i,, are ftmctors n(Fi)i,,: W” + 
Preor and n(Fi)i,,: -w^ -+ Preor. Thus, the category of ftmctors F: W -_$ h-em has 
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products and coproducts. It also has a terminal object, the constant fimctor from $V 
to the one object preorder (and an initial object). We will now define a notion of 
exponential, showing that the category of functors F: -tlr + Preor (with natural trans- 
formations between them) is Cartesian-closed. This can be shown using the Yoneda 
lemma (see [9]), but we will give an explicit construction. 
Definition 3.5. Given a preorder (w, C) and two functors F: 94’” --f Preor and G: ?@” -+ 
Preor, we define the fimctor [F + G] as follows: For any u E “Iy, [F=s GIU is the 
set of families q = ( qpw), 2 ,,, where each cp,,, is an arrow (pw: F, + G, (in the category 
Preor), such that the following naturality conditions hold whenever ~43 J w1 2 w: 
or as a diagram: 
The preorder on [F + Glu is defined as follows: Given two families cp = (cpw), 2 U 
and $ = (&,,),,,AU, q 5, $ iff cpw d,, &,, for all w J U. 3 Whenever w1 2 ~2, we 
define i&%2G: [F =s G],, --+ [F 3 G],,,, as follows: 
For e&y family rp = (q,,,),,,~ w, in [F + G],, (where cp,,,: F,,, + G,), 
Thus, i$,=$2G is the restriction function that restricts every family (v,,,),,,~ w, in 
[F * G],, to the subfamily (qpw), 1 w2 in [F +- G],, where w1 C w2. 
It is clear that [F a G] is a functor [F + G]: w+Preor. In fact, [F * G] is 
an exponential in the category of functors F: W -+Preor, and this makes this cat- 
egory Cartesian-closed. To make this precise, we have to define the evaluation map 
eval:[F+G] x F+G. 
Definition 3.6. Given a preorder (W, [z) and two functors F: W ---f Preor and G: w --+ 
Preor, we define the evaluation map evalF,G: [F + G] x F -+ G as follows: 
For every u E ?V, for every family cp = (qw), z U in [F + G], (where qw: F, + G,), 
for every a E FU, 
evalY((cpW)W~U,a) = coda). 
Given any functors F, G,H: W + Preor, for any natural transformation q: H x F + G, 
we define the natural transformation curry(q): H ---$ [F =+ G] as follows: 
3 Given two functions f. .g: FW + Gw, f 5, g iff f(a) 5,” g(u) for all ~EF,. 
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For every u E w, curry(q),: H, 4 [F + Gll, is the arrow (in the category Preor) 
such that, for every a E H,,, 
curry(VMa) = { curry(?W)(i~,(a)): F, ---) G, I w 2 ~1, 
where curry(~,,,)(i&,,(a)): F, + G,, is the arrow (in the category Preor), such that, 
for every b E F,, curry(rl,)(ic,(a))(b) = rlw(i~,(a),b). 
Lemma 3.7. Given any two functors F, G: W -+ Preor, evalF,G: [F + G] x F 4 G is 
a natural transformation. Furthermore, Given any functors F, G, H: W -+ Preor, for 
any natural transformation q: H x F -+ G, curry(q): H -+ [F + G] (as in Dejnition 
3.6) is the unique natural transformation such that 
q = eval”’ 0 (Curry(q) X idF). 
Zf 8: H + [F + G] is a natural transformation, then 0 = curry(evalFpG o (6 x idF)). 
Proof. It is easily verified that evalF*G: [F + G] x F -+ G and curry(q): H + [F + G] 
are indeed natural transformations. It can also be checked that for any q: H x F -+ G, 
the natural transformation curry(n): H --) [F =+ G] is the unique natural transformation 
such that 
q = evalF’G 0 (curry(q) X idF). 
Finally, letting ye = evalF,G 0 (e x idF), since e satisfies the property q = evalF,G 0 
(e x idF), by uniqueness of curry(q), we have e = curry(evalFpG 0 (e x idF)). 0 
Thus, the category of all mnctors F: W + Preor is Cartesian-closed. Given a natural 
transformation 8: H---f [F =S G], if we define the natural transformation uncurry such 
that uncurry(0) = evalF,G o (6 x idF), then we have immediately that 
uncurry o curry = id and curry o uncurry = id, 
which shows that curry and uncurry set up a (natural) bijection between Nat(H x 
F, G) and Nat(H, [F + G]). 
We view T as the constant fimctor T: W --+ Preor such that T, = T for 
every w E “Iy, the preorder on T being the identity relation. Before defining a Kripke 
pre-applicative structure, we need to define the notion of a dependent product. The 
construction is quite similar to that of Definition 3.5. 
Definition 3.8. Given an algebra of types T, and a T-indexed family of preorders 
(A”, i”), for every function @E [T =+ T], the dependent product 9L’&4S)sEr is the 
Cartesian product n(A@(‘)) fEr, which is also described explicitly as the set of functions 
in (u(,4@(“))SEr)T defined as follows: 
9L’&4S)sEr = {S: T -+ U(_4”(S))sE. 1 f(t) 6 A@(‘), for all t E T}. 
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The set 9Lr&4S)sE~ is given the preorder 5@ defined such that f 5” g iff f(t) 50((t) 
g(t), for every t E T. 
Given a preorder (?‘Y, L), an algebra of types T, and a family of fimctors AS: W + 
Preor (where s E T), for every Q, f [T ==+ T], we define the fimctor &,(AS)sE~: W -+ 
Preor as follows: for any u E l”y-, &,(AS,)$,T is the set of families cp = (q,,), 2 U, 
where sow E 9fl&fS,),~, such that the following naturality conditions hold whenever 
M’2 J Iv1 2 w: 
for every t E T, or as a diagram: 
The preorder on rl[ cp (As) u SET is defined as follows: Given two families CJJ = (cpw)w2ti 
add= wzu, tp 5, ti iff tpw 5: thy for all w 7 U. Whenever WI 5 WZ, we define 
“:w, : &(A”w, )sET + l-jgl(A&)sE~ as fOhOWS: 
For every family cp = (cow), 2 ++,, in j&#,,, )sc~ (where qDw: T--f u(A$‘“‘)sE~), 
C$#4h&7W,) = (4hvhv3W2. 
Thus, “$$l, is the r~stricrio~ junction that restricts every family (sow), 2 w, in 
s &A%, )sET to the subfamily CG%)~~ w2 in Il&f&)s~T, where WI L ~2. 
It is clear that &&tS)sEr is a funCtOr nQ(AS)sE~: w-+Preor. The functor 
~&@X~T is universal in a certain sense that makes it a kind of exponential with 
respect to certain natural ~~fo~ations. This universality is made precise in what 
follows. 
Definition 3.9. Given any functor H: W -+ Preor and any family of functors A”: W --t 
Preor (where SET), we define the set of natural transformation Nata(H x T, 
~(A@(““)).+T) as the set of natural transformations q:H x T + j&A@(s)),E~, such that, 
~~(~,f)~A~ ,“‘) for every a E H, and every t E T. 
Definition 3.10. Given a preorder (?Y’, II), and a family of functors AS: W” -+ Preor 
(where s E T), we define the polymorphic evaluation map eval$,: (IJe(A”,)s,=~) x 
T - U(A:“’ &T as follows: 
For every u E “/Y-, for every family cp = (~~)~ 2U in &,(AS,)s,~ (where cpw: T --9 
u(A?‘)sf~), for every t E T, 
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Given any functor H: %‘+Preor and any family of functors AS: W -+Preor (where 
s E T), for any natural transformation q E Nat,(H x T, u(A’(“))sE~), we define the 
natural transformation curry@(q): H + j&,(AS)sE~ as follows: 
For every u E w, curry,(y),: H, ---f nQ(A”,)SEr is the arrow (in the category 
Preor), such that, for every a E H,, 
curry@(rL(a) = { currya(rW)(i~,(a)): T -+ ~(A$%ET, I w 2 u}, 
where curry@(q,,,)(i&,(a)): T + U(A$S)),E~ is the arrow (in &(A”,)SCr) such that, 
for every t E T, curry~(?w)(i~,(a>)(t> = di~,(a>,t). 
Lemma 3.11. Given an algebra of types T and family of functors AS: W --) Preor 
(where s E T), evals: (&,(AS),E~) x T + u(A$(S))sE~ is a natural transformation. 
Furthermore, given any functor H: 94’” -+ Preor and any family of functors A”: W + 
Preor (where SE T), for any natural transformation q~Nat,(H x T, u(A@(S))SE~), 
curry,(q): H + ~&(A%ET ( as in Definition 3.10) is the unique natural transforma- 
tion such that 
‘I= eval$, o (curry&q) x idr). 
rf 0 E Nat&H x T, U(A@@)),,r), then 8 = curry,(eval$,(O x idr)). 
Proof. The calculations are straightforward. 0 
Thus, given a natural transformation f3 E Nat,(H x T, IJ(A”(“))SE~), if we define the 
natural transformation uncurry, such that uncurry,(O) = eval$,o(6’ x idr), then we 
have immediately that 
uncurry,ocurry@ = id and curry@ o uncurry@ = id, 
which shows that curry, and uncurry@ set up a (natural) bijection between the sets 
of natural transformations Nat&H x T, u(A@(“))SE~) and Nat(H, n,(AS)S~~). 
4. Kripke pm-applicative structures 
In this section, we define Kripke pre-applicative structures, as suggested in the in- 
troduction. The basic version (see Definition 4.1) is intentional (i.e. nonextensional). 
We also consider a version with q-like rules, and an extensional version. An important 
example of a Kripke pre-applicative structure is given in Definition 4.4. Definition 4.8 
contains an example also satisfying the q-like rules. We conclude this section with 
a characterization of extensionality, showing the equivalence between our definition 
of extensionality and Mitchell and Moggi’s definition [12], in the case of first-order 
applicative structures. 
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Definition 4.1. Given a preorder (W, L) viewed as a category, and T an algebra of 
types, a Kripke pre-applicative /?-structure is a structure 
& = (A, fun, abst, tfun, tabst, II, (-,-), inl, inr, [-, -I), 
where 
A = (A%r, a family of functors AS: W --+ Preor (recall that for every w E W, we 
write AS(w) as AS,); 
funs~l.AS-‘+[AS+AA’], 
[AS+A’;); 
a family of natural transformations in Nat(AS”, 
abst’.‘: [As + A’] --+ As+ *, a family of natural transformations in NatJ[A” + A’], 
A”‘); 
tfun”: A’(‘) + flQ(AS)SET, a family of natural transformations in Nat(A’(“),& 
(AS),,r), for every Q, E [T + T]; 
tabst@: fl,JAS)sE~ + Av(@), a family of natural transformations in Nat, 
(ng(AS),Er,Av(@)), for every @E [T + T]; 
IT%*: As’ * + AS x A’, a family of natural transformations in Nat (AsXf, AS x A’), 
(-, -)‘,*:AS x A’ +Asx’, a family of natural transformations in Nat JAs x A’, AS’ * ); 
[_, _]&*,d:AS-d x A”d +A@+‘)-d, a family of natural transformations in 
Natp(AS-‘d xAt’d A(s+t)‘d . )V 
inpy,*: AS --f AS+*, H family of natural transformations in Nat(AS, A’+‘); 
iniT*: A* *AS+* 
For every u E 4, 
a family of natural transformations in Nat(A*, As+*). 
we define cinl,: Af”)‘d --+ [A’ + Ad&, and cinr,: A$+‘)‘d --+ 
[A’ =+ Ad],, as follows: For every h E A(us+t)-rd, for every w J U, 
(cinl,(h)),(a) = eval,(fun,(i~~‘)‘d(h)), i&(a)), 
for every a E AS,, and 
(cinr,(h)),(b) = eval,(fun,(i~~‘)‘d(h)), inr,(b)), 
for every b E AL. 
Furthermore, the following conditions are satisfied for every w E W: 
(1) For all s, t E T, if AS, # 0 and AL # 0, then AS,” * # 0, and f ur$‘(abstz*(cp)) kW 
q, whenever abst2’(cp) is defined, for cp E [As + A’],; 
(2) If A;“’ # 8 for every t E T, then A:‘@) # 8, and tfunE(tabst$(cp)) kW cp, 
whenever tabstE(cp) is defined, for cp E &(A”,)sEr; 
(3) For all s, t E T, if AS, # 0 and AL # 0, then AS,X’ # 0, and IZ%‘((a, b)) kw (a, b), 
for all a E AL, b E A$, whenever (a, b) is defined; 
(4) For all s,t E T, if AS, # 0 and AL # 8, then AS,+’ # 0, and cinl,,,([f, g]) >, 
fun&-), and cinr,,([f, g]) k, fun,,,(g), whenever [f, g] is defined, for f EAL+~ 
and gEAi+d. 
We say that a Kripke pre-applicative ~-structure is an applicative /&structure iff in 
conditions (l)-(4), &,. is replaced by the identity relation =,,,. 
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We think of W as a set of worlds. When ~4 is a Kripke applicative ~-structure, 
then, in Definition 4.1, conditions (l)-(4) amount to 
(1) fun$ o abst:’ = id,,, on the domain of definition of abst,; 
(2) tfun$ o tabst: = id, on the domain of definition of tabs&; 
(3) nz* o (-, -)5’ = id,,, on the domain of definition of (-, -),; and 
(4) (cinl,, cinr,)o[-, -1 = frnQd xfdd on the domain of definition of [-, -1. 
In view of (1 ), from (4), we get 
(cinl,, cinrw)o([-, -_1,0(abst~~ x abstid)) = id, on the domain of definition 
of [-, -lw o (abst;d x abstbd). 
In this case, abst, is injective and fun, is surjective on the domain of definition 
of abst, (and left inverse to abst,), tabst, is injective and tfun, is surjective on 
the domain of definition of tabs& (and left inverse to tabs&), (-, -)w is injective 
and n, is surjective on the domain of definition of (-, -),,, (and left inverse to 
(-, -jw), [-, -I,+ 0 (abst;d x abst$) is injective on its domain of definition, and 
(cinl,, cinr,) is surjective on this domain (and left inverse to [-, -I,+ o (abst2d x 
abst$ )). 
When we use a Kripke pre-applicative ~-structure to interpret I-terms, we assume 
that (-, -) and [-, -1 are total, and that the domains of abst and tabst are suffi- 
ciently large, but we have not elucidated this last condition yet. 
Using Lemma 3.7, given funS~‘:AS” ---f [AS +A’], we can define a natural transfor- 
mation app&‘: As-’ * x AS -+ A’, by 
appSS’ = evalAzYA’ o (fur?” x idAs). 
Since e = curry(evalFTG 0 (e x idF)), from Lemma 3.7, we also have 
fun”’ = curry(appS,‘). 
Thus, app”,’ and fun’,’ correspond to each other in the isomorphism between 
Nat(AS” x AS, A’) and Nat(AS”, [As =S A’] ) set up by curry, uncurry. Thus, we 
could have used appS,’ instead of f unST’ in Definition 4.1. More explicitly, app:‘(f, a) 
is defined such that, for every f E AL-+’ and every a E AS,, 
app$‘( f, a) = evalAYp’(f u+‘(f), a). 
Then, the functions cinl, and cinr,, of Definition 4.1 can be expressed in terms of 
app as follows: For every h E A(,S+f)-td, 
(cinl,(h)),(a) = app,(igt”‘d(h), i&(a)), 
for every a E AS,, and 
(cinr,(h)),(b) = app,(itc)‘d(h), inr,(b)), 
for every b E Ah. 
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Using Lemma 3.11, given tf Uns,‘: At/(“) + n&4S)sEr, we can define a natural trans- 
formation tapp”: A’(@‘) x T -+ U(A@‘(S))sE~, by 
tapp’ = eval$, o (tfun@ x idr), 
Since 6’ = curry&eval$ o (0 x idr)), from Lemma 3.11, we also have 
tfun@ = curry,(tapp@). 
Thus, tapp” and tfun@ correspond to each other in the isomorphism between the sets 
of natural transformations Nat,(Av(@) x T, u(A@(‘“))sE~) and Nat(A’(“), n,(~P)~~r) 
set up by curry@, uncurry@. Thus, we could have used tapp@ instead of tftm” in 
Definition 4.1. More explicitly, tappE(f, t) is defined such that, for every f EAT'@) 
and every t E T, 
tappE( f, t) = eval$(tfun$( f ), t). 
The projection operators II, induce projections rr$,,: AL’” -+ AS, and r$L: A&” -+ Ah, 
such that for every UEAS,X’, if II;‘(a) = (ar,az), then 
7c;Qa) = a1 and X$(U) = ~2. 
Let us now unravel the naturality conditions. 
Definition 4.2. The following conditions hold whenever wr !& ~2. 
(1) funs~‘:AS-+’ + [As + A’]. The natural&y conditions are 
fun,, 0 iLT+* = iSyzi2 0 fun,, . 
These can be rewritten as follows: for any g E A&+ f, if fun,,,,(g) = (cp,,,),,,? w,, then 
fmw2 (iL;l& (9)) = (cpwhv~w*. 
In terms of the operators app (recall that app = evalA’5A’ o (fun x idAs)), the condition 
is written as 
app,, <iLTd2 (g),iL,,,(b)) = i~,,,(app,,(g~b))9 
for every g E A&+ ‘, and every b E AS,, . 
(2) abs@: [As + A’] --+ AS + ‘. The naturality conditions are 
These can be rewritten as follows: 
abSt~2((Pw)w~w,) = i~~~~(abst,,((cp,),1,,)), 
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(3) tfun@:A’(@) --+ nq(AS)sE~. The naturality conditions are 
tfm W 0 jW@) = i”* WI,392 w*,w2 0 tfun,, . 
These can be rewritten as follows: for any g E AZ:‘@), if tf un,, (9) = (cpW), -J W,, then 
tfWv,(C~~&N = (Vow)WJW2. 
In terms of the operators tapp (recall that tapp’ = eval$ o (tfun@ x idT)), the 
monition is written as 
tapp,,G~~~2(g)~ t) = i$fk2<tappW, (9 t>), 
for every g E Al!“), and every t E T. 
(4) tabst@: ~&,{A”&,T -+ A’(“). The naturality conditions are 
tab&, o it&, = iziy$ o tabs&, . 
These can be rewritten as follows: 
for every tp = (cP~)~J~, E n&f”,, k~. 
(5) IF’: As” --t AS x A’. The natural@ conditions are 
These can be rewritten as 
nw2 (i”w:,L2 (b)) = G~,,,(w~,(b)), i& ,(m,w,(b)), 
for all b E A$:‘. 
(6) (-, -)s’r: AS x A’ -t A”‘. The naturality conditions are 
(-, -L, 0 GsY,,W2 x C,,,) = iLL$2 0 (-, -)W,. 
These can be rewritten as 
(C,,,(h), i$,,,@2>h = i”,:,,‘,,((h, bdw, 1, 
for all bl E AS,, and all bz E A&. 
(7) inl’p”: AS --+A’+’ and inti*‘: A* -+ As+‘. The natural&y conditions are 
inl, 0 i& w2 = i$tw2 0 inl,, and inr, o i;,,, = i;‘:,,,, o inr,, . 
These can be rewritten as 
inlw2(i”,,,,<u>) = i~~,*w2(inlw,(u)) ad inr&L,,,(b)) = j~~,~w~(inrw,(b)), 
where in the first case, a E AS,, , and in the second case, b E A&. 
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(8) [-, -]s,t,d:AS+d x At-d +A(S+‘)‘d. The naturality conditions are 
These can be rewritten as 
where f EAf,,Td and gEAf+yd. 
Let us give an (important) example of a Kripke pre-applicative structure. First, we 
review the notion of a substitution. 
Definition 4.3. A substitution cp is a function cp: Iv U SF + F U Terms, such that 
q(X) E F if X E V, q(x) E Terms if x E %, and cp(x) # x only for finitely many 
variables. We let dom(cp) = {x E Y U X 1 cp(x) # x}. We say that cp is a type- 
substitution if dom(cp) C Y. Given two contexts I’ and A, we say that cp satisfies r at 
A, denoted as A k T[cp], iff A D q(x): o[cp], for every x: cr E r (compare with Definition 
5.4: q is a valuation, the type-substitution part of cp being a type valuation). 
Definition 4.4. Let (%‘“, C) be the poset of all type assignments r = xi : 01,. . ,x,: (T,, 
ordered by inclusion, T be the free algebra of second-order types, and let A; be the set 
of all provable typing judgements r D M: c. For [T + T], we can take the set of all 
functions @ of the form r H a[r/X], where rs, r E T are any types, and X is any fixed 
variable that does not occur in r. Then, V(Q) = VX. cr. 4 The map iF,,r,: A;, 4 AF2 is 
the function such that i;,,r,(rl D M: c) = r2 D M: CT. 
We let II, (-,-), inl, inr, and [-, -I, be the obvious. For example, (r D 
hf1:o,rDhf2:T)=rD (M~,Mz):oXz.DefinerDN:o~rDM:oiffM LPN. 
Finally, we need to define fun, abst, tfun, and tabst. 
We define funr(r D M: (T -+ z) as the family of functions ([r D M: CT + T]A)~C A, 
where the function [r D M: CT + z]~ is from As to A>, such that 
for every A D N:acA;. 
We define tfunr(r D M: VTC. a) as the family of functions ([r D M: VX 01~)~ c d, 
where the function [r D M: KC cr]~ is from T to u(A;)oET, such that 
for every r E T. In this case, the Qi in tfuq ’ is the function from T to T induced 
by 0, such that G(r) = a[r/X] for every z E T. 
For every (type and term)-substitution q, every judgement T,x: 0 D M: z, and every 
context A such that A It (T,x: o)[cp], consider the family of functions (cp[T,x: o D 
4 The choice of X is irrelevant as long as X does not occur in r, since X is bound in VX. CT. 
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M: Z]A,)A c A/, where the function cp[T,x: cr D M: 71~’ is from A$” to A$‘, defined 
such that,- 
cp[r,x: 0 D kf: 7]&d’ D N: C[cp]) = A’ D kf[cp[x: = j-f]]: Z[Cp], 
for every A’ D N: a[cp] EA$“. Given any such family (cp[T,x:a D M:~]d~)~~d,, we 
let 
abstd((cp[r,x: (r D M: ~1~~)~ c A/) = A D (Ix: (r. M)[cp]: a[cp] + z[cp]. 
For every (type and term)-substitution cp, every judgement f ,X: * D M: c, and every 
context A such that A Ii- (T,X: *)[cp], consider the family of functions (cp[T,X: * D 
M: cr]~t)~ c AT, where the function cp[T,X: * DM: o.]~t is from T to U(_4$)OEr, defined 
such that, 
cp[r,x: * D M: 0]&7) = A’ D M[(p[X: =7]]: o[cp[x: =7]], 
for every r E T. 
Given any such family (rp[T,X: * D M: (T]N)~ c A’, we let 
tabstd((cp[r,X: * D M: (T]A~)A z A’) = A D (AX M)[cp]: KY. a[cp]. 
The Kripke pre-applicative /Mructure just defined is denoted as _YYb. 
It is clear that (cp[T,x: o D M: z]d,)d s A, is in [A~[~] +ATIql],. Let us verify that 
fund(abstd((cp[r,x: 0 D M:z]A~)~LA~)) k (q[T,x: c D M:z]N)AcA~. 
Since 
funb(abstb((cp[r,x: rr D M: 71~)~ CA!)) = fund(A D (Ax: o.M)[cp]: 
d(Pl-+ z[cpl), 
fuq,(A D (Ax: (T. kf)[cp]: a[cp] + z[rp]) = ([A D (lx: (r. ikf)[cp]: 
dcpl + ~[(PIIA~ Ll c A’3 
[A D (lx: 6. M)[cp]: o[cp] + z[cp]]/(A’ D N: a[~]) = A’ D ((ix: o.M)[cp])N: 7[rp], 
cp[T,x: cr D M: 71&A D N: o[(P]) = A’ D M[cp[x: =N]]: 7[q], 
and 
((Ax: o. M)[(p])N -B M[cp[x: =N]], 
the inequality holds. Indeed, (lx: a.M)[rp] is a-equivalent to (;iy: a.M[y/x])[cp] for any 
variable y such that y 4 dom(cp) and y 4 q(z) for every z E dom(rp), and for such 
a y, (ly: 6. M[y/x])[cp] = (ly: a[~]. M[y/x][cp]). Then, for this choice of y, 
(2~: 4rpl~W~/xl[rplP’ -B W~lxl[cpl[V~l= Mcpb: =Nll. 
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Regarding the definition of tabst, letting @ be the fimction from T to T induced 
by 0, such that G(z) = a[z/X] for every z E T, it is clear that (cp[T,X: * DM: a]~f)~ c A! 
is in IJ&4>),E~. Let us now verify that 
tfund(tabstd((cp[T,X: * D it!: c]dod Edt)) ? (q[r,x: * D M: Q]A~)A g A!. 
Since 
tfund(tabstd((cp[I’,X: + D M: c]p)d 2 A’)) = tfund(d D (AX M)[cp]: 
tfUW(d D (Ax. bf)[q]: vx O[Cp]) = ([d D (Ax. M)[cp]: vx. (T[(p]]#)d c A’, 
[d D (Ax. M)[q]: ‘dx. O[Cp]]&) = d’ D ((Ax. hf)[q])z : cT[q][z/x], 
cp[r,x: * D hf: al/y(z) = A’ D M[q?[X: =z]]: a[cp[X: =T]], 
(by a suitable a-renaming on X), and 
((J-x. M)EVI)~ -B WdX: = ~117 
the inequality holds (the details of the verification using a-renaming are similar to the 
previous case). 
The other conditions of Definition 4.1 are easily verified. 
We now define extensional Kripke pre-applicative /Mructures and Kripke pre- 
applicative /_$structures. 
Definition 4.5. A Kripke pre-applicative ~-structure (“Ilr, T, d) is extensional iff fun,, 
tfun,, IZ,, and (cinl,, cinrw), are isotone, and the following conditions hold for 
every w E “1y-: 
(1) run(fun,) G dom(abst,); 
(2) ran(tfun,) c dom(tabst,); 
(3) rMn,> C domU-, ->%v); 
(4) ran((cinlz’,d, cinr2f,d)) cdom([-, -I,+ o (abst$ x abstf;fj)). 
When d is an applicative Kripke /Mructure, conditions (l)-(4) hold, and the 
functions fun,, tfun,, IZ,, and (cinl,, cinr,), are injective, we say that we have 
an extensional Kripke applicative p-structure. 
When & is a Kripke extensional pre-applicative /?-structure, by condition (1 ), abst, 
(f un,(f )) is defined for any f E AS,” ‘. Observe that by condition (1) of Definition 4.1, 
we have fun&-) 5 fun,(abst,(fun,(f))), and since fun,,, is isotone, this implies 
that 
(1) abst,(fun,(f)) kw f, for all f GAS,“‘. 
Similarly, we can prove that 
(2) tabst,,,(tfunw(f)) ?,,, f, for all f E&@); 
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(3) (rci(a), rc~(u)),,, &,, a, for all a~&“; and 
(4) [abst,(cinl,(h)), abst,,(cinrw(h))]w t, h, for all h EL$+‘)‘~. 
We will call the above inequalities the q-like rules. 
In many cases, a Kripke pre-applicative p-structure that satisfies the q-like rules is 
not extensional. This motivates the next definition. 
Definition 4.6. A Kripke pre-applicative /Mructure (YY, T, ~2) is a /.I?-structure if the 
following conditions hold for every w E 9V: 
(1) run(fun,)Cdom(abst,), and abst,,,(fun,,,(f)) & f, for all SEAS,“‘; 
(2) run(tfun,)Cdom(tabst,), and tabst,(tfun,,,(f)) & f, for all f EA$"); 
(3) ~MLv) c dom((-, -Lv), and (z,(u), r~(u))~ & a, for all UEA~‘~; and 
(4) run((cinlz*+j, cinr”;‘,d))Cdom([-, -lw o (abstzd x abstid)), and [abst, 
(cinl,(h)), abst,,,(cinr,,,(h))]w & h, for all h EA$“)‘d. 
When d is an applicative Kripke p-structure and in conditions (l)(4), & is 
replaced by =,,,, we say that we have a Kripke applicative Bq-structure. 
From the remark before Definition 4.6, an extensional Kripke pre-applicative 
/3-structure is a /_I?-structure. When & is a Kripke applicative /5@-ucture, conditions 
(1 H4) of Definition 4.6 amount to: 
(1) abst:’ o fu$,’ = id,; 
(2) tabst: o tfun$ = id,,,; 
(3) (-, -)$’ o n$ = id,,,; and 
(4) ([-, -lw o (abst;d x abstid)) o (cinl$9d, cinti’,d) = id,. 
This implies that fun,,,, tfun,, LZ,, and (cinl,, c&r=,), are injective. Thus, a 
Kripke applicative /$structure is extensional. In this case, (together with conditions 
(l)-(4) of Definition 4.1 in the case of a Kripke applicative /?-structure), we have 
dom(abst,) = fun,(&,+ ‘), fun, is a bijection between A;+ and a subset of 
[AS +A’], (with inverse abst,), dom(tabst,) = tfun,(d~(@‘), tfun, is a bijection 
between AL(@) and a subset of l&&4”,)SEr (with inverse tabs&), ZI, is a bijection 
between AS,X’ and a subset of AS, x AL (with inverse (-, -),), and (cinlG’,d, cin?;‘Td) 
is a bijection between AE+‘)‘d and a subset of [As + Ad],+, x [A’ =+ Ad],+, (with inverse 
[-, -lw o (abstad x abstkd)). 
We now show how the structure 99-p of Definition 4.4 can be made into a pre- 
applicative /Iv-structure. First, we recall the q-like rules. 
Definition 4.7. The set of q-like reduction rules is defined as follows. 
Ax: 6. (Mx) - M if x @ FV(M), 
LX(MX) -A4 if X @ FTV(M), 
(~lvf), 7czW)) - M 
[ix: 0. (Mini(x)), iy: r. (Minr(y))] - M. 
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We will denote the reduction relation defined by the union of the rules of Definitions 
2.3 and 4.7 as -+,y,, (even though there are reductions other than /I-reduction and 
q-reduction). 
Definition 4.8. We define a Kripke pre-applicative structure as in Definition 4.4, except 
thatrDM:odrDN:oiffN &grl M, and that abst and tabst have a larger 
domain of definition. First, recall the definition of families of functions used in defining 
fun and tfun. 
f unr(r D M: IS --+ z) is defined as the family of functions ([r D M: o + 71~)~ c d, 
where the function [r D M: CT -+ T]A is from AZ to A>, such that 
[r D hf:o+~]d(d D N:a) = d D MN:z, 
for every A D N:oEA~. 
tfunr(r D M: KY. o) is defined as the family of functions ([r D M: KC, o]d)~ c d, 
where the function [r D M: VJC (T]A is from T to IJ(A5)cE~, such that 
[r D hf: vx CJ]~(Z) = A D hfz: (T[T/~], 
for every z E T. In this case, the @ in tfun: is the function from T to T induced 
by G, such that Q(z) = o[r/X] for every z E T. 
Then, we define 
abstr(([r D M: (i-i z]d)~g A) = r D Ax: CT. (&lx): (r --+ z, 
where x $ FV(M), and 
tabstr(([r D M:V_X o]~)rc~) = r D kY. (Mx):VX c, 
where X $?J FTV(M). The structure just defined is denoted as _Y’Yp,,. 
We need to check that YFb,, is a Kripke pre-applicative /Iv-structure. Let us first 
verify that 
fum-(abstr(([r D M:o+T]A)~cA)) t ([r D M:~--,z]A)~cA. - - 
Since 
ftmr(abStr(([r D M:~-+z]d),-~~)) = ftmr(r D ~cL(MX):O+T), 
fUQ-(r D AX: f~. (MX): 0 + Z) = ([r D AX: CL (MX): 0 3 ~1~)~ cd, _ 
[r D AX: 6. (MX): 0 --) z]&i D N: 0) = d D (AX: C. (MX))N: T, 
and 
(2x: 0. (Mx))N -p MN, 
since x @ W(M), the inequality holds. 
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Let us now verify that 
tfu.nr(tabstr(([r D M:VX. a]4)r~~)) ? ([r D M:VX. a]A)r&A- 
Since 
tfunr(tabstr(([r D M:VX CT]A)~~A)) = tfunr(r D fi (m):VX. a), 
tfu.nr(r D nx.(m):tlx.o)=([r D jLY.(~):v~r&)r~~, 
[r D ilx (m): vx old(T) = A D (m (m))T: O[T/x], 
[r D bf: t/x a]d(z) = A D ilk o[z/x], 
and 
since X $ FTV(M), the inequality holds. 
We also need to verify the conditions of Definition 4.6. 
We have abstr(funr(r D M: o -+ z)) = abstr(([r D M: CJ + z]~)r~ A), and since 
abstr(([r D hf: CT -+ 71~)~ c 4) = r D ?a: Q. (bfx): CT -+ Z, 
where x 4 FV(M), and by the q-like rule, Ix: cr. (Mx) -B,, M, we have 
abstr(funr(r D h-f: 0 + z)) k r D ikf: 0 + z. 
Similarly, we have tabstr(tfunr(rDM:VX.a)) = tabstr(([r D M:VX a]~)rc~), 
and since 
tabstr(([r D M: VX o]4)rc A) = r D AX. (m): VX. 0, 
where X $ FTV(M), and by the q-like rule, AX (Mx) -By M, we have 
tabatr(tftmr(r D M:VX. a)) k r D ikf:vx 0. 
The other conditions of Definition 4.6, are immediately verified. We now give a 
convenient characterization of the isotonicity of fun, and tfun,. This lemma shows 
the equivalence between our definition of extensional@ and Mitchell and Moggi’s 
definition [12], in the case of first-order applicative structures. 
Lemma 4.9. Given a Kripke pre-applicative B-structure d, then the following proper- 
ties hold for every u E W: (1) fun, is isotone isf for every f ,g E AS,’ t, if 
app,(i&+ ‘(f ), b) 5 appV(zu,v ‘S+t(g), b) for all b E AS, and all v J u, then f 5 g. 
(2) tfun, is isotone @“for every f,gEAI’@), iftapp,(i$,,)(f),t) 5 tapp,(i$,)(g), 
t)foralltETandallv7u, then f 5s. 
Proof. (1) First, assume that fun, is isotone. Recall that the naturality condition for 
fun is 
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for any g E A;; ‘, if fun,,(g) = (cP~)~A w,. Let fwkf) = (cpw),~ u ad fun,(g) = 
(hh 2 U. If wp,(C,; ‘(f), b) i w,($Y’ 
is defined from fun as app = ova~-“~,~’ 
(g), b) for all b E AS, and all u 2 U, since app 
o (fun x idAs), and eval~E+@((qw)w~u,a) = 
cpU(a), we have 
app,(ii,Y ‘(f), b) = eval!‘A’(ft4&+ ‘(f)), b) 
= eval~se’((cpW)W 2 “, b) 
= cp,(b). 
Similarly, we get 
app,(C,Y ‘(g),b) = &G;(b). 
Thus, the hypothesis implies that q,(b) 5 Ii/,(b) for all b E AS,, and thus cpV 5 IG;. Since 
this holds for all u 7 U, we have (cp”), 2 U 3 (h), 2 ,,, that is, fun,(f) 5 fun,(f), and 
since fun,, is isotone, we have f 5 g. 
Now, assume that f i g whenever app,(i&+‘(f ),b) 5 app,(i”,,;*‘(g), b) for all 
bEAS, and all u J U. Again, let fun,(f) = (q~,,,),,,~~ and fun,(g) = (1,4,,),,,~~, and 
assume that fwdf) 5 fw(g). Then, we have (cP~),J ,, 5 ($G~J u, that is, cpu i A 
for every u J U. By the calculations above, we have 
am(C,i” ‘(f ), b) = Mb) ad wp,(C,i+ ‘(g),b) = Il/,(b)9 
and so, we have app,(i$+‘(f ),b) 3 app,(i&+’ (g), b) for all b E AS, and all u 2 U. 
Then, f 5 g. 
(2) First, assume that tfun, is isotone. Recall that the naturality condition for tfun 
is 
for any g E A,, ‘(‘), iftfm,,(g) = (cP~)~~~, .Let tfm(f) = (cP~)~J~ andtfw(g) = 
(hv)w~u. If tapp,(i$?(f),t) i tapp,(ii$? (g), t) for all t E T and all u 4 u, since 
tapp is defined from tfun as tapp = eval$o(tfunxidr), and eval&((cp,),~.,t) = 
q,(t), we have 
tapp,(C,?'(f),t) = eval~,"(tfun,(i~~~)(f)),t) = evald(cp,),2,,t) = v"(t). 
Similarly, we get 
tapp,(i$?(g), 4 = W). 
Thus, the hypothesis implies that q”(t) 5 Ii;(t) for all t E T, and thus cpV 5 I/J”. Since 
this holds for all u J U, we have (cJI~)~ 2 U 5 (I/J,),? U, that is, tfun,(f) 5 tfun,(f), 
and since tfun, is isotone, we have f 5 g. 
Now, assume that f 3 g whenever tapp,( ix\,‘( f ), t) 3 tapp,(ix\,)(g), t) for all 
tET and all u 2 u. Again, let tfunu(f) = (cp,,,),,,~~ and tfun,(g) = (&,),,,~,,, and 
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assume that tfunJf) 3 tfun,(g). Then, we have (cpv)ozU 3 (&)U~U, that is, cpv 3 & 
for every u 11 U. By the calculations above, we have 
tapp,($‘)(f), t) = q”(t) and tapp,($,f’)(g), t) = h/v(t), 
and so, we have tapp,(i~\@)(f),t) 3 tapp,(i$@)(g),t) for all t E T and all u J U. 
Then, f 5 g. 0 
For the sake of brevity, we will abbreviate Kripke pre-applicative (/I or j?q)-structures 
as Kripke pre-applicative structures. We now show how to interpret l-terms in a Kripke 
pre-applicative structure. For this, we will use valuations. 
5. Interpreting I-terms in Kripke pre-applicative structures 
In this section, we show how to interpret second-order A-terms using Kripke applica- 
tive structures. Then, we prove several basic lemmas that will be needed in Section 
7, in particular, Lemma 5.10 (and Lemma 5.11), the “substitution lemma”, which is 
crucial in proving the soundness of /?-reduction and typed P-reduction. 
Definition 5.1. Given an algebra of polymorphic types T, it is assumed that we have 
a function TI: TC 4 T assigning an element TZ(k) E T to every type constant k E TC. 
A type valuation is a function 8: Y + T. Given a type valuation 6, every type a E .Y 
is interpreted as an element [a]0 of T as follows: 
UJm = fw), where X is a type variable, 
I[kJjO = TZ(k), where k is a type constant, 
[a + ~10 = [a]0 + urge, 
[a x zjje=[aje x [zne, 
[a + 7ge = [ale + me, 
[VAT a]e = Y(At E T. [ajjO[X: = t]). 
In the above definition, At E T. [a]e[X: = t] denotes the function @ from T to T 
such that c@(t) = I[a@[X: = t] for every t E T. We say that T is a type interpretation 
iff @ E [T + T] for every type a and every valuation 0. 
In other words, T is a type interpretation iff [a]0 is well-defined for every valuation 
0. The following lemmas will be needed later. 
Lemma 5.2. For every type a E Y-, and every pair of type valuations 01 and 02, if 
&(X) = O,(X), for all X E FTV(a), then [ajj& = [ajO,. 
Proof. A straightforward induction on a. 0 
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Lemma 5.3. Given a type interpretation T, for all 0, z E F-, for every type valuation 
8, we have 
[Ia[z/x]]e = [opl[X: = [z]tl]. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 6. The case where (T = X is trivial, since then 
X[r/X] = z, and 
[xle[x: = [rlje] = e[x: = Ezje](x) = Ezjje. 
The induction steps are straightforward, and we only treat the case where o = VY. err. 
In this case, 
[(vY. o1 )[qx]je = v(nt E T. B0, [7/x]ne[Y: = t]), 
(where the bound variable Y is renamed in a suitable fashion if necessary), and where 
At E T. [ol[z/X]jje[Y: = t] denotes the function @ from T to T such that Q(t) = 
[~~[z/X]je[Y: = t] for every t E T. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
qt) = ~a,[z/x~ne[~: = t] = rolje[x: = uzne, Y: = t]. 
Then, since 
[VY. 0,ne[x: = [7ne] = v(nt E T. ralne[x: = Kzjje, Y: = t]), 
we have 
~(vY. o1 )[qx]je = pdr. a,ne[x: =uqe]. 0 
Definition 5.4. Given a type interpretation T, given a Kripke pre-applicative struc- 
ture &‘, a valuation is a pair p = (6, v), where 8: V + T is a type valuation, and 
r: 3. x 7V-j U(&f),,r, wee is a partial function called an environment satisfying the 
following condition: 
For every x E 3, whenever wr L ~2, if q(x, WI ) is defined and r&x, WI) E A& (where 
t E T) then q(x, ~2) is defined and 
?(X, w2) = cvI.w2Mw1 )I. 
We denote q(x, u) as Q,(X). Given a valuation p = (0, q), for any s E T and a E A”, 
we let p[X: = s, x: = a] = (O[X: = s], q[x: = a]) be the valuation, such that, O[X: = 
s](Y) = t9( Y) for every Y # X and t9[X: = s](X) = s, and Q,,[x: = a](y) = q-,,,(y) for 
all w E w and all y #x, and 
s&: = al(x) = C.,(a), for all w 7 U, 
and undefined otherwise. 
A global element of AS is a function a: w -+ U(AS,&w, such that, a,, E AS, and 
a, = ii,, whenever v 2 U. 
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Given a context I’, we say that w E $T satisfies r at p, written as w H- T[p] (where 
~=(&q))ifl 
I@ &v(x) E A, for every x: o E r. 
Given a valuation p = (6, q), we often denote 19 as [p] (or pt), and rl as p or (pX). 
Note that if w1 C ~2, by the definition of a valuation p = (6, q) (the condition 
vl(x,w2) = ih,,w2 (+,wl))), if w1 K T[p], then w2 tl- T[p]. Also, conditions (l)-(4) of 
Definition 4.1 imply that the following conditions hold: 
For all w E Ills, for all types 0, z E Y, if A$‘]’ # 0 and A!? # 0, then At + ‘Is # 0, 
AkXrns # 0, Ak+rle # 0, and if &lTixlIe # 0 for every r E Y-, then A~vXone # 0. 
We are now ready to interpret I-terms. 
Definition 5.5. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative structure d, 
let ZZJ’Z: Const + d be a function assigning a global element &1(c) of A”(rJ’pe(‘)) to 
every constant c E Const. For every valuation p = (6, q), every context r, and every 
world u E %‘“, if u H- T[p], we define the interpretation (or meaning) d[r D M: oljpu 
of a judgement r D M: 0, inductively as follows: 
d[r D MN: ZjpU = apppF [rne(d2gl[r D kf: CJ 4 Z&U, dol[r D N: OnpU) 
d[r D AX: 0. M: (T + znpu = abstple’ “I’(cp), 
where cp = (cp,,,), J ,, is the family of functions defined such that, 
q,,,(a) = d[r,x: CJ D M: znp[x: = a]w, for every a E A!? 
a[r D MT: 0[qx]np24 = tappf(d[r D M: vx. anp24, uqje), 
where @ is the function such that G(s) = [anO[X: = s] for every s E T 
d[r D /Lx M: VX. 0npu = tabstf(cp), 
where q = (cp,,,), J U is the family of functions defined such that, 
q,,,(s) = d[T,X: * D M: onp[X: = S]W, for every s E T, 
and where @ is the function such that Q(s) = [aJO[X: = s] for every s E T 
&[r D ?~@f): DjjpU = 7&!Zqr D M: 0 X ZnpU) 
&S![r D 444): Z]lpu = X2(&[r D M: G X znpu) 
&[r D (Ml, M2): 0 X z]lpu = (&[r D Ml: i&?U, dol[r D kf2: znpu) 
dui- D id(M): G + qjpu = inl(d[[T D M: anpu) 
dur D inr(M): d + rnp24 = inr(&[T D M: qpu) 
d[r D [M, N]: (a + z) + 6npu = [dl[r D M: (a + h)npu, &[r D N: (z + s)npu]. 
We are assuming that (-, -) and [-, -1 are total, and that the domains of abst 
and tabst are sufhciently large for the above definitions to be well-defined for all 
p, r D M: IJ, and u E 9Y. In this case, we say that JZZ is a Kripke pre-interpretation. 
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In the special case where +V = (0) consists of a single world, and d is an exten- 
tional applicative structure, it is not difficult to show that Definition 5.5 is equivalent 
to Breazu-Tannen and Coquand’s definition of a polymorphic I-interpretation, or pli 
(see PI>. 
In order to be sure that in Definition 5.5, ~&‘[r D M: ojjpu is a well defined element 
of APB’, we need to verify that (cp,,,), 2 ,, E [A Iale =sAI@],, in the case of A-abstraction, 
and that (cpw), 2 U E I-I (AS ) bp u sEr, in the case of typed A-abstraction. For this, we show 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.6. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative (B or /?u)- 
structure d, for every valuation p = (0, ye), every context r, and every world u E W, 
if u k T[p], then for every judgement r D M: a, whenever v 2 u, 
Proof. We proceed by induction on typing derivations. Except for the cases of I- 
abstraction and typed i-abstraction, the induction is straightforward and uses the natu- 
rality conditions of definition 4.2. Let us consider the case of I-abstraction. We need 
to show that the family of functions cp = (cp,,,), 2 ,, defined such that, 
qW(a) = d[r,x: a D M: zjp[x: = a]w, 
for every a EA~‘~, satisfies the naturality condition 
for every a E ApBe, whenever v 2 u. Thus, we need to show that 
dur,x: a D M: +[x: = iiy,B’(a)]v = iE;je(2z?[T,x: a D M: +[x: = a@). 
By the induction hypothesis applied to p[X: = a] and T,x: a D M: z, which is 
legitimate, since u tk T[p] implies that u H- (T,x: a)[p[X: = a]], since a E ApIe, we 
have 
dp,x: a D M: znp[x: = a]v = u v i[rJe(&[r,x: a D M: qjp[x: = a]u). 
However, by Definition 5.4, q”[x: = a](x) = i$‘je(a) and thus, 
d[r,x: a D M: rnp[x: = iLy,B’(a)]v = dp,x: a D M: zjp[x: = a]v, 
and thus. we have 
dub: a D M: gp[x: = i$,!e(a)]v = i$;fe(&[T,x: a D M: zjp[x: = ~$4). 
Thus, we know that &ol[r D Ax: a. M: a + z]pu is well defined, and we have 
d[r D IX: a. M: a + rnpU = ab&.+, I’le((cpw), J .), 
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Recalling that the naturality condition (2) of Definition 4.2 is 
absL,((cpw)w~w,) = i~;TI:(abst,,((cp,),~,, I, 
we have 
sS’[~ D h: o. M: IS -+ zlpv = i$pu’ rne(d41[r D h: CT. M: CJ -+ z]lpu). 
Let us now consider the case of typed A-abstraction. We need to show that the 
family of functions q = (cp,,,), J U defined such that, 
q,,,(s) = &‘[r,x: Ir D M: al]p[X: = s]w, 
for every s E T, satisfies the natural@ condition 
MS) = i~l”‘(cp&)), 
for every s E T, whenever II J u, where @ is the function such that Q(s) = [cr#I[X: = s] 
for every s E T. Thus, we need to show that 
&[r,x: * D hf: C]lp[x: = S]V = $,, ‘Eane[x:=sl(d[~,~: * D M: ol]p[X: = s]u). 
However, this follows directly from the induction hypothesis applied to p[X: = s] 
and T,X: * D M: c, which is legitimate, since u tl- T[p] obviously implies that u It 
(T,X: *)[p[x: = s]]. 
Thus, we know that &[r D AX. M: VX. ajJpu is well defined, and we have 
d[r D lx. M: VX. anpu = tabstf((cpw),z .), 
and 
d[rr D AX. M: VX. 0npv = tabstf((cp,,,), 2 “), 
where @ is the function defined above. Recalling that the naturality condition (4) of 
Definition 4.2 is 
tabadhJw~W2) = i~$,!2(tabstw,((cpw)w~ w, 11, 
since by Definition 5.1, t/(Q) = [VX. one, we have 
d4I[r D AX. M: VX. 0ljpv = ii”;” cJB(dI[r D Ix. M: w. ajjpu). 0 
Consider the pre-applicative structure 9’Yp of Definition 4.4. Note that, according to 
Definition 5.4, a valuation is a pair p = (0, q), where 6’ is an infinite type substitution, 
and n is a partial function q: 3 x w 4 U(At,),,r, ,,+w. Thus, recalling that worlds are 
contexts, I]~(x) = r D M: d for some judgement r D M: CJ, when defined. Furthermore, 
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the condition for p to satisfy a context r at a world A, is yl4(x) E@“), that is, 
VA(X) = A D A&: &a), for some M,, for every X: o E r. Thus, if p = (0, q) satisfies 
a context r at A, the valuation p defines a substitution cp such that q(X) = O(X) 
for every X E U(FTV(a)) x aE~, and q(x) = M, for every x E dom(I’) (where yld(x) = : 
A DM,: O(a)), and we have A H- I’[cp], as in Definition 4.3. Then, we have the following 
useful property. 
Lemma 5.7. For the pre-applicative structure _%‘Y_B of DeJnition 4.4, for every pair 
of contexts T and A, for every valuation p = (0, n), tf A t+ T[p], then for every 
judgement r D M: g, we have 
L?y,q[r D M: a]lpA = A D M[rp]: o[cp], 
and A H- T[cp], where cp is the substitution dejined by the restriction of pA to r, as 
explained just before stating this lemma. The same result holds for the pn-structure 
_!Yrt+, of DeJinition 4.8. 
Proof. A straighforward mduction on the derivation of r D M: cr. •i 
The following lemmas will be needed later. 
Lemma 5.8. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative (/I or /?n)- 
structure d, for every pair of contexts rl and r,, for every world u E W, for every 
pair of valuations p1 = (01, ~1) and p2 = (02, qz), for every pair of judgements 
rl D M:Q and r2 D M:a, if u H- rl[pll and u It r2[p21, r,(x) = r2(x), for all 
x E FV(M), gl(X) = g2(X), for all X E IJ(h’~(z))~:,~r uFTV(M), and rjt(x) = Q(X), 
for all x E FV(M), then 
dErl D M: 0Iplu = d[r, D M: a]pzu. 
Proof. A straightforward induction on typing derivations (and using Lemma 5.2). Cl 
Lemma 5.9. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative (/I or /In)- 
structure zz2, for every context r, for every world u E W, for every pair of valuations 
p1 = (h yl) and p2 = (e2, r2), f or every judgement r D M: a, if u E T[pl] and 
u H- r[p21, WU = ~2(X), for all K E U(FTV(%,,r uFTV(M), and n](x) i I, 
for all x E FV(M), then 
d[r D M: ajplu 3 d[r D M: anp2u. 
Proof. A straightforward induction on typing derivations. 0 
The following “substitution lemma” is needed to establish the soundness of Kripke 
interpretations with respect to /?-reduction and typed l&reduction. 
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Lemma 5.10. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative (/I? or bq)- 
structure d, for every context r, for every world u E W, for every valuation p = 
(0, q), the following properties hold: 
(1) for every judgements T,x: o D M: z and r D N: c, if u tF T[p], then 
&[r D hf[N/X]: ZjpU = d[r,X: (T D bf: Zlp[X: = &[r D N: c]~u]u. 
(2) for every judgement T,X: * D M: CT and every z E F, if u tF T[p], then 
&[r D hf[$r]: O[Z/x]jjp~ = &[r,x: * D hf: Onp[x: = [ZnqU. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on typing derivations. 
(1) When A4 = x, we have x[N/x] = N, and by Definition 5.5, 
d[r,X: o D hk zjp[x: =&[r D N: O&IU]U = &[X: =d[r D N: O]lpU](X) 
= &d[r D N: al@. 
The induction steps are straightforward, except for I-abstraction and typed A-abstraction. 
(la) Consider the judgements T,x: CJ D A y: 6. Ml : (6 + z) and r D N: 0, and assume 
that u tk T[p]. Recall that 
where cp = (cp,,,), 2 U is the family of functions defined such that, 
qW(a) = d[r, y: 6 D 44, [N/x]: znp[y: = a]w, 
for every a EArne. Since u H- T[p] implies w H- T[p] when u 5 w, and a E A!!?, we 
have w tk (r, y: 6)[p] for every w J u. Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis 
to (r,y: d), w E W”, p = (0, tj[y: = a]), and the judgements T,x: r~, y: 6 D MI: z, and 
r, y: 6 D N: 0, and we have 
d[r, y: 6 D kfl [N/X]: Zjp[y: = U]W 
= d[r,X: 0, y: 6 D Ml: T&IIX: = Sd[r, y: 6 D N: Cqp[y: = U]W, y: = U]W. 
By Lemma 5.8, since y $! dam(r), we have 
dp, y: 6 D N: 0np[y: = a]w = dqr D N: anpw, 
and so. we have 
d[r, y: 6 D Ml [N/X]: Tnp[y: = U]W 
= &[r,X: 0,~: 6 D Ml: Znp[X: = &[r D N: Ol)pW, y: = U]W, 
that is, 
q++,(a) = d[r,x: 0, y: 6 D kf,: zjp[X: = a[r D N: 0]pw, y: = a]w. 
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However, we also have 
where I/I = (I/,,,), J U is the family of functions defined such that, 
IL,(U) = dI[r,X: a,y: 6 D kfl: Tjjp[X: = s&f[r D N: fJ~pf.4, y: = U]W, 
for every a E&l’. However, letting b = d[r D N: anpu, by Definition 5.4, for any 
valuation p, we have p,,,[x: =b](x) = i&,,(b) for all w 2 U, and since by Lemma 5.6, 
,&[r D N: onpw = I,,, ‘cble(.%![r D N: ol)pu), 
we have 
I+&(U) = d[r,~: 0, y: 6 D Ml: Z]p[X = dur D N: O]lpW, J? = U]W, 
for every a EF$?. Thus, q,,,(u) = &+,(a), for every a E ,4cBe and all w 2 U, that is, 
cp = $, and thus 
(lb) Consider the judgements r,x: o D A.Y.Mr: ‘dY.01 and r D N: o, and assume that 
u tk T[p]. Recall that 
&[r D Ar (kf&v/X]):m a&U = tabstf(q), 
where cp = (rp,,,), 2 ,, is the family of functions defined such that, 
Cp&) = &[r, Y: * D kfl [N/X]: O&?[Y: = S]W, 
for every s E T, and where @ is the function such that G(s) = [ornO[Y: = s] for 
every s E T. Since u H- T[p] implies w tt T[p] when u E w, and s E T, we have 
w H- (r, Y: *)[p] for every w 111 U. Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis 
to (r,Y:Sr), WE%‘“, p = (8[Y:= s], yl), the judgements T,x:cr,Y:* D Ml:al, and 
r D N: o, and we have 
d[r, Y: * D bfl[N/x]: fl&[Y: = S]W 
= d[r,X: 0, Y: * D Ml: &I[x: = d[r, Y: * D N: Ojp[Y: = S]W, Y: = S]W. 
By Lemma 5.8, since Y $ dom(I’), we have 
.d[r, y: * D N: Ojp[Y: = S]W = d[r D N: ajpw, 
and we get 
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However, we also have 
d[T,x: o D 1Y. MI : VY. al]p[x: = d[r D N: olpu]u = tabstf(ll/), 
where $ = (&)++,z ,, is the family of functions defined such that, 
t,&(s) = d[r,x: 0, Y: * D hfl: a&[~: = d[r D N: alpu, Y: = s]w, 
for every s E T, and where Q, is the function such that Q(s) = [err jO[Y: = s] for every 
s E T. As in case (la), by Lemma 5.6, we get 
+,,,(s) = d[r,~: 0, Y: * D Ml: O&[X: = dI[r D N: O&W, Y: = S]W, 
for every s E T. Then, as in (la), we have q = II/, and thus 
(2) The only cases worth examining are l-abstraction and typed A-abstraction. 
(2a) Consider the judgement T,X: * D IZY. Mr: VY. cr, and assume that u k T[p]. 
Recall that 
&%qr D IY. (A4,[z/X]): VY. (o[r/x])np24 = tabstz(cp), 
where cp = (cp,,,), J U is the family of functions defined such that, 
f&(S) = &[r, Y: * D bfl [Z/x]: O[T/x]jp[Y: = S]W, 
for every s E T, and where Qi is the function such that G(s) = [anO[Y: = s] for 
every s E T. Since u tk T[p] implies w It IQ] when u C w, and s E T, we have 
w tt (r, Y: *)[p] for every w 3 U. Thus, we can apply the induction hypothesis to 
(r, Y: *), w E W, p = (O[Y: = s], q), the judgement T,X: *, Y: * D Ml: (T, and s E T, 
and we have 
d[r, y: * D kfl[:/x]: O[T/x]np[Y: = S]W 
= d[r,x: *, Y: * D Ml: Onp[x: = I[zjo[Y: = S], Y: = S]W. 
By Lemma 5.2, since Y 6 dam(r), we have 
[qje[r: = s] = [qje, 
and so. we have 
= d[rf,x: *, Y: * D kf,: ajjP[x: = [Tjjo, Y: = S]W, 
that is. 
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However, we also have 
&‘[r,X: * D AY. Ml: VY. aj~[X: = I[zDB]u = tab&f($), 
where $ = (&,),z U is the family of functions defined such that, 
i,&(S) = &[r,x: *, Y: * D ktl: a]lp[x: = I[z~& Y: = S]W, 
for every s E T, and where @ is the function such that Q(s) = %ojO[Y: = s] for every 
s E T. Thus, q,,(s) = t&,,(s), for every s E T and all w 7 U, that is, rp = Ic/, and thus 
(2b) Consider the judgement T,X: * D Ay: S.&f,: (6 --) y), and assume that u H- T[p]. 
Recall that 
d[r D ,ty: 6[T/x]. (Ml [Z/x]): (6 + y)[Z/x]npU = abst$6[‘ix11e, Ly[r’xl’e(q?), 
where rp = (cp,,,), 2 ,, is the family of functions defined such that, 
cp+&) = dur, Y: wx] D MI b/x]: Yb/mP[Y: = Uh 
for every a E Ak’[T’xlns. Since u k T[p] implies w tt- T[p] when u C w, and a E 
A!,![z’xlgs, we have w tk (T, y: S[r/X])[p] f or every w 7 u. Thus, we can apply 
the induction hypothesis to (r, y: 6[r/X]), w E #‘“, p = (0, q[y: = a]), the judgement 
T,X: *,y:6 D Ml:y, and ZEF, and we have 
&qr, y: 6[Z/x] D kqZ/x]: y[Z/x]np[y: = U]W 
= d[r,x: *, Y: 6 D kfl: yjp[x: = [Tno, Y: = U]W, 
and so, we have 
&(a) = d[r,x: *, y: 6 D Ml: y&$x: = @no, Y: = U]W. 
However, we also have 
d[r,x: * D 2~: 6. Ml: (6 --) y)]lp[x: = I[@]U = abst, r&%~:=lMl~l> tM@[~:=~~l~l(~), 
where II/ = (I&,)~ J U is the family of functions defined such that, 
$,,,(a) = dur,x: *, y: 6 D Ml: y]Jp[x: = %Tje, y: = U]W, 
for every a E ,4~1B[X’=‘rnB1. y Lemma 5.3, we have 
[s[qxlne = [sje[x: = [qe] and uy[+3qne = uyjyiqx: = pne], 
and so we have q,,,(a) = &,,(a), for every a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ and all w I] U, that is, 
cp = +. We also have 
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and thus, 
Actually, the following generalization of Lemma 5.10 will also be needed. 
Lemma 5.11. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative (/I or /In)- 
structure d, for every pair of contexts T, A, for every world u E W, for every val- 
uation p1 = (6, n), the following property holds: for every judgement T D M: (T, for 
every substitution cp, tf A tt T[cp] and u H- A[pl], then 
&[A D hf[cp]: OICp]&?lU = d[r D M: a]lp@, 
where,tfT={X,:* ,..., Xm:+,xl:rsl, . . ..x.:a,},forl<i<m,weletsj=[~(Xj)~e, 
and for 1 <j d n, we let aj = &[A D cp(xj): oj[cp]nplu, then 
p2=p1[X1:=q ,..., J&:=s,,x~:=al,..., ~~:=a,]. 
Proof. It is very similar to that of Lemma 5.10, but the notation becomes quite 
formidable. 0 
We will now consider inequalities on Kripke pre-applicative structures and equations 
on Kripke applicative structures, and prove some soundness and completeness theorems. 
6. Proving inequalities (rewrite rules) in 12+‘x*+*v2 
In this section, we define a number of proof systems for proving inequalities (rewrite 
rules) and equations. We also define satisfaction and validity (in a Kripke structure). 
There are three variations of satisfaction and validity, depending whether we consider 
Kripke applicative /Mructures, Kripke applicative /3?-structures, or extensional Kripke 
applicative /?-structures. 
Inequalities and equations are only defined between terms A4 and N such that r D 
M: a and r D N: a for some common r and a. An inequality is denoted as rDhf 5 N: a, 
and an equation as r D M A N: a, and provability is defined as follows. 
Definition 6.1. The axioms and inference rules of the inequational B-theory of 
,4+~xx+~v2 are defined below. 
Axioms: 
r D M 5 M: a (rejexivity) 
rDM[N/x] 3 (Rx:a.M)N:z (/?) 
r D M[z/X] 5 (/IX. M)T: a[z/X] (type-/?) 
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rDM 3 T((M, N)):a (711) 
TD!‘i’d 712((M,N)):T (x2) 
Tr>MP 5 [M, N]inl(P): 6 (id) 
r D NP 5 [M, N]inr(P): 6 (ix) 
Inference Rules: 
where r G A 
rDM1 ~A~~:(cJ+z) rr>Nl 5 N2:a 
r D @flNl) 5 (sh): r 
( + -congruence) 
rDbfl 5 d42:vx.~ 
r D (&flZ) 5 (hf2Z): o[T/~] 
(V-congruence) 
rDM1 5M2:d rDNl 5 N2:z 
rD (& Nl) i (M2, N2): g x z 
( x-congruence) 
rDkfI 5M2:(0+d) rDN1 5 N2:(z+d) 
rD[Ml, Nil 5 w2, N21:(0+4+6 
(copair-congruence) 
r D inl(A4,) 5 inl(A42): d + z 
(inl-congruence) 
r D inr(M~ ) 5 inr(M2): 0 + z 
(inr-congruence) 
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A D M [cpl i N[rpl: a[vl 
(substitution) 
for every substitution cp such that A H- T[cp]. 
The notation kp r D A4 3 N: a means that the inequality r D A4 5 N: a is provable 
from the above axioms and inference rules. 
The inequational j?q-theory of the system A+~x~+~v2 is obtained by adding the fol- 
lowing q-like rules to the axioms and inference rules of the /?-theory: 
rr>M 5 ~x:a.(Mx):(a+r) (q) 
where x $ W(M); 
r D hf 5 AX (MX): VX. a (type-q) 
where X $! FTV(M); 
r DM 5 (rcr(M), 712(M)): a x r (pair) 
r D kf 5 [Ix: a. (Mini(x)), 1 y: r. (Minr( y))]: (a + r) + 6 (copair) 
The notation Fo,, r D M 5 N: a means that the inequality r D A4 5 N: a is provable 
from all the axioms and the inference rules of the /Iv-theory, including the n-like rules. 
The extensional inequational Pq-theory of the system A+*x,+,vz is obtained by 
adding the following inference rules (extensionality rules) to the axioms and infer- 
ence rules of the P-theory of A+,‘,+,‘*: 
r,x:ar>M,x dM2x:z 
rDkfl dhf$(a+T) 
(f un-extensionality ) 
where x @ FY(Mr ) U FV(M2); 
r,X: * D MIX 5 I&X: a 
rDhfl 5 M2:VX.a 
(tf un-extensionality) 
where X 4 FTV(Mr ) U FTV(M2); 
rD7Cl(kfl) 5 7Cl(kf2):a rD7T2(hfl) 5 7b(i%):Z 
rDhfl 5 Mz:(a X 7) 
(IZ-extensionality) 
r,x: a D Ml inl(x) 5 &inl(x): 6 r, y: z D Ml inr(y) 5 &inr(y): 6 
rDhfl 5&:(0+7)+6 
(inl, inr-extensionality) 
where x, y $! FV(Mr ) U FV(M2). 
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The notation kerb,, r DM 5 IV: CJ means that the inequality r Dbf 3 N: CT is provable 
from all the axioms and the inference rules of the extensional B-theory, including the 
extensionality rules. 
By rule (adduar), if k~ r D A4 5 N: (T, then t-b A D M 3 N: (T, for any A such 
that r C A, and similarly for t-flu and kexpU. Actually, this rule is only needed when 
we consider deductions from nonempty sets of inequalities other than the axioms. 
Otherwise, due to the form of the axioms, by induction on the structure of proofs, it 
is easily shown that rule (addvar) is a derived rule. 
The following lemma shows the relationship between the q-like rules and the ex- 
tensionality rules. Given an inequality r D A4 3 N: (T, its converse is the inequality 
TDN 5M:o. 
Lemma 6.2. In the ex&theory, the q-like rules are provable from the extension- 
ality rules. If we add the converse of each q-like rule to the fiq-theory, then the 
extensionality rules are provable. 
Proof. First, we prove that in the ex/Q-theory, the q-like rules are provable from the 
extensionality rules. 
If x $! IV(M), observe that 
T,X:ODMX 5 (2x:o.(Mx))x:z 
is a consequence of axiom (j?), since (Mx)[x/x] = Mx. Thus, by the first extensionality 
rule, we have 
TDM 3 Jx:o.(Mx):(o-+z) 
where x 6 W(M). We prove in a similar fashion that 
TDM 3 zC.(MX):VXc. 
where X +! FTV(M). Proving 
rr>M 3 (q(M), Q(M)): o X z 
is easy, and we prove that 
r D M 5 [Lx: r~. (Mini(x)), I y: r. (Minr( y))]: ((r + r) --+ 6. 
Assume that x $! W(M) and y $ W(M). Then, by axioms (/3), (inl), and (inr), 
we have 
Mini(x) 3 (1~: 0. (Minl(x)))x 3 [lx: C. (Mini(x)), Ay: r. (Minr(y))]inl(x), 
and 
Minr( y) 5 (,I y: r. (Minr( y)))y 5 [Lx: 0. (Mini(x)), 1 y: r. (Minr( y))]inr( y). 
We conclude using the last extensionality rule. 
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Conversely, we prove that from the q-like rules and their converse, we obtain the 
extensionality rules. We consider the first rule, the others being similar. 
Assume that Fb,, r,x: 0~441~ 5 MZX: T, where x $! FV(M~)UFV(M2). Then, by (t), 
we get 
Since x $4 FV(M, ) U IV@&), using (rj), we get 
and using the converse of (v), we get 
and by transitivity (twice), we have 
The following lemma shows the relationship between the (<)-rule, the (substitution)- 
rule, and the converse of the (/I)-axioms. If r = {Xl : *, . . . , X,,,: *, XI : cq, . . . , x,,: a,,}, 
given an inequality r D A4 5 N: 0, we let 
where 6 = VXi . ..VXm.(al -+(...(a,+a) . . .)), be the closure of r D M 5 N: a, and 
we denote it as D A?;‘. A?: d. A4 5 ,I?‘. A?: d. N: Q?. 2’. 
Lemma 6.3. If we add the converse of the @ule and the converse of the (type+)- 
rule to the P-theory, then the following properties hold: (1) the substitution-rule is 
provable; (2) an inequality r D M 3 N: a is P-provable iff its closure is B-provable. 
Proof. (1) Let cp be a substitution such that A H- T[cp], and assume that FB r DM, 5 
M2: a. By applications of the (<)-rule and the (type-+ule, we get 
Thus, by a previous remark, we also have 
We can make sure that _& I$! U(FkT((p(Xk))) IS <my and that xi $ U(FJ’((~(xl))hg~g~, k 
using a-conversion, and since A It T[cp], by applications of the (congruence)-rules for 
--+ and V, we get 
l-B A D ((AZ. 12’: d. M&@$+))cp(xi) 5 ((A?. nf: d.M2)rp(x,j)rp(xi): a[Cp]. 
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Then, by applications of the (p, type-/3)-rules and their converse, and using transitivity, 
we get 
E/I A b Ml [cpl i Mcpl: 4~~1. 
(2) By applications of the (&-ule and the (type-<)-rule, if l-8 TDMI 5 A42: CT, then 
tp D A??‘. A-?‘: d. M, 5 13’. ti-;l’: d. M2: b’,;ii. 3. 
Conversely, if 
and by choosing cp to be the identity substitution on r, by the previous argument, we 
have 
since Ml[cp] = MI, N~[cp] = N,, and a[~] = cr. 0 
We now define provability from a set of inequalities, and the notions of satisfaction 
and validity. Let d be a set of inequalities (of the form r D M 5 N: a). 
Definition 6.4. An inequality I344 5 N: o is fi-provable from a set 8” of inequalities, 
denoted as d l-p rDM 5 N: o, iff TbM 5 N: ts is /?-provable from the system obtained 
by adding all inequalities in d to the axioms of the system of Definition 6.1. Note that 
when d = 8, this notion coincides with tp r b M 5 N: CT. An inequality r b M 5 N: ts 
is /Q-provable from a set d of inequalities, denoted as d I-B,, r b M 5 N: CT, iff 
r b M 5 N: CT is /Iv-provable from the system obtained by adding all inequalities in 
8 to the axioms of the /?q-system of Definition 6.1, and d tabtl r D M 5 N: 0 is 
defined similarly for the e$n-theory. Note that when d = 0, these notions coincides 
with l-b,, r b M 5 N: CT and l-,~~ r b M 3 N: a, respectively. 
We also define the notion of satisfaction and validity. 
Definition 6.5. Given a type interpretation T and a Kripke pre-applicative j?-structure 
d, for every r, for every world u E %‘-, for every valuation p = (0, q), we have the 
following definitions: 
(1) For every inequality r bM 5 N: c, we say that r D M 5 N: CT holds at u and p 
in d, denoted as d, u Eb (r D M 3 N: a)[~], iff whenever u H- I’[p], then 
&[r D M: a~pu 5 d[r b N: fJ]lfU. 
(2) ~9’ satisjies rbM 5 N: 6, denoted as JZZ It-8 TDM 5 N: 0, iff JS’, u Ii-p (TbM 5 
N: o)[p] for every world u and every valuation p for d. 
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(3) Given a set & of inequalities, d satisfies 6, denoted as d H-p 6, iff d t+b 
TDM 5 N:o for all TDM 5 N:OE 8; We say that TDM 3 N: @ is a semantic 
consequence of 8, denoted as & H-8 r D A4 5 N: O, iff d kp r D A4 5 N: cr whenever 
d kb 6, for every Kripke /I-structure d. 
(4) We say that r D A4 5 N: o is valid, denoted as kb r D M 5 N: 6, iff ~2 H-p 
TDM 3 N:a for every d. 
The above notions are defined in a similar fashion for Kripke /?r@uctures and 
extensional Kripke /Iv-structures, in which case we use kptl and k,bs instead of k.8. 
7. Soundness and completeness results for rewrite rules 
In this section, we prove some soundness and completeness results. Soundness is 
shown in Lemma 7.1. Lemma 7.2 shows the existence of a Kripke model associated 
with a set of inequalities (rewrite rules). Extended completeness is shown in Theorem 
7.3. We also consider completeness with respect to Kripke structures with nonempty 
carriers. By adding the rule (nonempty), we obtain completeness (Theorem 7.7). 
First. we show a soundness lemma. 
Lemma 7.1. For any set d of inequalities, for every inequality r D M 3 N: 0, the 
following properties hold: (1) if d kb r D M 5 N: (r, then 8 H-B r D M 3 N: a; (2) 
$8 kp,, TDM 5 N:a, then d I-g,, TDM 3 N:a; (3) if& Ferp,, TbM 5 N:a, then 
& k&V rDM 5 N:o. 
Proof. (1) We proceed by induction on the structure of the proof d k,s TDM 3 N: 6. 
Axiom (/I). Assume that u It T[p]. Recall from Definition 4.1 that app is defined 
from fun as app = evalAs,A’ o (fun x idAs), and from Definition 3.6, that 
evalt’J’((cp ) w wzu,a) = ~~(a), for any cp = (cpw)w~.~[~S*~‘l, and any UEAS,. 
Also, recall from condition (1) of Definition 4.1 that we have, fun,(abst,(cp)) & cp, 
for every cp E [As +A’],. Thus, we have 
app,(abat,(cp), a) = eval,(fun,(abat,(cp)>, a) t, eva&,(cp, a) = %(a), 
that is, app,(abst,(cp),a) kU cpU(a). From Definition 5.5, we have 
d[r D MN: ~jjp24 = app?I’, u@(d4[r D M: 0 + Z]PU, _qr D N: o]~u), 
and 
&[r D An: O. M: (T + z]pu = abstp]‘, ur1s(~), 
where cp = (cp,,,), 2 U is the family of functions defined such that, 
V,,,(U) = &I[r,X: 0 D M: T]p[X: = U]W, 
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for every a E A?]‘. Then, 
= appT@’ urls(&[r D lx: 0. bf: cr -+ zlpu, d[r D N: o~pu), U 
and letting a = d[r D N: olpu, by the definition of &[r D Ix: CI. M: o + znpu and 
the fact that appJabst,(cp),a) kU VU(a), we have 
d[r D (AX: CL M)N: Z]pU > dI[r,X: (r D M: Znp[X: = a]U, 
with a = d[T D N: onpu. However, by Lemma 5.10, we have 
&S?[r D hf[N/X]: Zl]pU = d[r,X: 0 D hf: Zl]p[x: = d[r D N: OnpU]Zd, 
and thus, 
&[r D (AX: 6. hf)N: zljpu 2 d[r D bf[N/X]: TnpU. 
Axiom(type-P). Recall from Definition 4.1 that tapp is defined from tfun as tapp = 
eval$ o (tfun x idr), and from Definition 3.10, that eval&((cp,)W~,,s) = q,(s), 
for any cp = (cP~)~z~ E II&-Ckr and any s E T. Also, recall from condition (2) of 
Definition 4.1 that we have, tfun,(tabst,(q)) 2, cp, for every rp E n&4”,)scr. Thus, 
we have 
tapp,(tabst,(cp),s) = eval~,~(tfun,(tabat,(cp)), s) %, eval@,U(cp,s) = G(S), 
that is, tapp,(tabst,(cp),s) & vu(s). From Definition 5.5, we have 
&+[r D kk: C[+r]jjpu = tappf(d[r D hf: vx. C]lpU, [TZno), 
and 
d[T D lx. M: vx ol]pu = tabstf(cp), 
where cp = (cp,,,), 2 ,, is the family of functions defined such that, 
Cp&) = &[r,x: * D kf: O&@c: = S]W, 
for every s E T, and where @ is the function such that a(s) = [ol]e[X: = S] for every 
SET. Then, 
&[r D (Ax M)T: O[Z/x]npU = tapplf(d[r D Ax hf: vx. O&W, [Tne), 
and letting s = [rl]e, by the definition of &‘Ur D AX. M: VX. ajpu and since 
tapp,(taba%(cp),s) ?zU G(S), we have 
&[r D (Ax hf)t: U[T/x]jjpU k &r,x: * D h.f: Onp[x: = S]U, 
where s = I[zJe. However, by Lemma 5.10, we have 
d[r D hf[~/x]: U[T/x]npU = JZqr,x: * D hf: Ujp[x: = [Zno]U, 
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and thus 
dl[r D (nx.h!t)z:a[z/X]jj~u k &ol[r b M[r/~]:a[r/~]]/H4. 
The other axioms are treated easily, and so are the inference rules. As an illustration, 
we treat the rule (5) and the (substitution) rule. 
Rule (0. Assume that Fb r,x: cr D Ml 5 M2: z. By the rule (0, we have 
l-p r DIx:a.hf~ 5 Rxo. Mz:(a-+r). 
By the induction hypothesis, we have 
d!ttgT,x:abMr dMz:r, 
which means that 
d, w Ii-tg (T,x: a b Ml 5 M2: r)[pr] 
for every world w E 9T and every valuation pt. We need to show that 
&II-s rbIx:a.Mt 3 ,Ix:a.Mz:(a-+r) 
for every Kripke pre-applicative /3-structure d. 
Let d be any Kripke pre-applicative fl-structure, u E V any world, and p2 any 
valuation, and assume that u tF T[pz]. By Definition 5.5, we have 
&[r D lx: a. MI : a + zjpzu = abstp]‘, grls(q), 
where cp = (cp,,,), 2 U is the family of functions defined such that, 
q,,,(a) = d[T,x: a b MI: zljp~[x: = a]w, 
for every a E A$“‘, and similarly 
J$E~ D Ax: a. M2: a -+ zIJp2# = abstpneT B”lB($), 
where 
l&(a) = dI[T,x: a b M2: rjjp2[x: = a]w, 
for every a EA, lale. Since u tF r[p2], for every a E_4P, and every w J u, we have 
w H- (T,x: a)[ps[x: = a]], and since 
d, w H--g (T,x: a b Mt 3 Mz: z)[pl], 
for every w E V and every valuation pl, by Definition 6.5, we have 
&‘lr,x: a b Ml: znp2[x: = u]w 5 dI[T,x: a b M2: rnp[x: = a]~. 
Since this holds for every a E A!$@, we have cpw 5 I,& for all w J U, and thus p 11: $, 
that is, 
22dfr D Ix: a. Ml: a + rjpzu 5 d[r D AX: a. M2: a + rnpzw. 
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This shows that 
cd, # it-g (r D k 6. Ml 5 kc: 0. it&: (a + z))[pz], 
for every u E ?V and every valuation ~2. Thus, we just showed that 
d Its ~DkCcT.~~ 5 /ko.h42:(O+z) 
for every Kripke pre-applicative /I-structure ~4, as desired. 
Rule (substitution). Let cp be a substitution such that A H- T[q], and assume that 
F-b r D iI41 5 M2: 0. By the induction hypothesis, 
dH-t_8r~M~ 5M2:~, 
for every Kripke pre-applicative /I-structure d. We need to prove that 
~4 kb A D Ml [cpl 5 M2[(~1: dcpl, 
for every Kripke pre-applicative /&structure &. 
Let r = {XI:*, . . . . Xm:*,xl:al, . . . . x,,: a,,}, and let ~4 be any Kripke pre- 
applicative /?-structure, u E w any world, pt any valuation, and assume that u H- A[pl]. 
By Lemma 5.11, we have 
&[A D M[cp]: a[cp]ljp,u = d[r D M: ojp;?u, 
where Si = [q(Xi)nO, for 1 < i < m, aj = dI[A D q(Xj): Oj[~]~plU, for 1 <j < n, and 
p2 = pr[Xr: = sr ,..., Xm: = s,,xr: = al ,..., x,: = a,]. 
Note that u tF T[pz], and since we assumed that d H-p rDMl 5 M2: rr holds, we have 
d, u H--b (r D MI 5 M2: ~r)[p2], which means that 
&[r D Ml : 4jp2~ 5 &d[r D Ml: ajjp2U, 
which, in view of previous identities, is equivalent to 
&[A D Ml b]: +mW 3 -@‘Ed D M2bi: ~b]bW, 
that is 
d, u H-p (A D M[cpl 5 442[(~1: 4cpl)bd. 
The above holds for all u E -Iy- and all pt, and thus 
d kp A D MI [cpl i Mz[cpl: 4~~1, 
for every Kripke pre-applicative ~-structure d, as desired. 
(2) We proceed by induction on the structure of the proof d t-b,, TDM 5 N: 6. The 
only new cases are the n-like axioms. 
Axiom (q). Assume that u H- T[p]. As in the case of axiom (/?), we have app = 
evalA’,A’ o (fun x idAs) and evaltE’A’(((P,,,),+,s ,a) = &a), for any cp = (cpw),,,g U E 
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[As +A’], and any a EAS,. For any f E&-I, if fun,(f) = (~),+,)~r]~, for every a EAS,, 
we have 
app~(j~,~r(f), a) = eval~(f~~tj~,~ ‘(J‘)), a) = eval~((~~/)~~ 2 w2 a) = 4-h(Q). 
This shows that (fun&“))W = cpW is the function such that (fun,(f)),+,(a) = 
app,(ii,;:(S), a), for every a GAS,. By Definition 5.5, we have 
&‘[lr D k rs. (A&): d --+ z&m = absttfoBR u’ne(~), 
where ~7 = (cp,,,), 2 U is the family of functions defined such that, 
C&(a) = Jzz([T,x: c7 D Mx: znp[x: = a]w, 
for every a E f$.Y. Again, by Definition 5.5, we have 
and since d[I’,x: CT D x: o&&x = a]w = a, we have 
&[r,x:cr D Mx:z&?[x:= a]w = app(&‘[f,x:cr D M:cT--+T&@:= a&v, cz). 
Since x $ IV’(M), by Lemma 5.8, we have dfT,x: q D M: CT+ T&$X: = a]w = 
allr D M: cr --+ zJJpw, and so 
&[f,X: ci b MX: z&[X: = a]~ = app(&[l” b M: (T -+ Z]jpW, a), 
for every a E A!?. Since (fun~(~))~(~) = app,(iS,,~f(f), a), for every a E AS,, letting 
f = &?‘[r D M:a+z]pu, 
since by Lemma 5.6, &[r D M: CT--+ zJpw = E,,+ 4di “‘(&‘[r D M: CT --+ zljpu), the above 
shows that fun(&[f b M: r~--+ zjpu) is the family of actions cp = (~~)~~~ defined 
such that, 
cpw(a) = d[r~,~: a D MX: rnp[x: = a~w, 
for every a fAtne. However, by condition (1) of Definition 4.6, we have, 
abst~(f~~(f )) kli f, for every f E Ai‘lf, and since 
abst,(fun,(&[r D M: CT -+ ~Jlpu)) = abst,(q) = &[r D Ix: B. (Mx): 6 --+ znpu, 
we have 
which shows that &, u R-p? (I’ D M i Ax: ci. (M..): a + z)[p], as desired. 
The other q-like rules are treated in a similar fashion. 
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(3) We only have to consider the extensional rules. Consider the rule 
I-,x: cr D M,x 3 Mzx: z 
rDn/ri 5 M2:(o+z) 
(f ~-extensionality ) 
where x $ FV(M,) U FV(M2). By the induction hypothesis, we have 
d H-@l r,x: B Dbf,X _i M2x: r. 
Thus, for every extensional Kripke pre-applicative ~~-stmc~e d, every w E ?I#‘“, and 
every valuation ~1, if w I- (T,x: cr)[pl], then 
d[r,x: c D M,x: zlp,w 5 d[T,x: d D M2x: zlplw. 
Consider any u E w and any valuation p such that u It T[p]. The proof for the 
soundness of the axiom (q) showed that fun(d[F D M: G -+ z&m) is the family of 
functions ip = ( qw)vv 2u defined such that, 
p,,,(a) = &‘[r,x: d D Mx: zlp[x: = a]w, 
for every a E&Y’. Thus, letting pt = p[x: = a], for any w 2 U, we have w It 
(F,x:o)[pt], and so 
d[T,x:o D M~x:z&$x:= a]w 5 &'[T,x:a D M~x:z&[x:= a]w, 
which shows that 
fun(d@ D M, : d --+ r&?u) 5 fun(d[r D M2: c’ --+ Z&I@). 
Since d is extensional, fun is isotone, and then 
sO[r D Ml : r~ -+ t&m 5 &fr D 442: [T + z]pu, 
which shows that d, u H-,bs (r D MI _: Mz: (7 -+ r)[p], for every u E %‘” and every p, 
as desired. 
The proofs for the other extensionality rules are similar. q 
Next, we turn to completeness results, 
Lemma 7.2. EOP any set 8 of inequalities, the following properties hold (1) There is 
a Kripke pre-applicative ~-structure d, such that for every inequality r 9 M 5 N: B, 
d tp F b M 5 N: o ijj” d H-g r D M II: N: o; (2) There is a Kripke pre-applicative 
fiy-structure d, such that for every inequality r D M -( N: c’, d l-p,, f b M 5 N: o ifs 
d It-pa r D M 5 N: a; (3) There is an extensional Kripke pre-applicative p-structure 
d, such that for every inequality r D M 5 N: C, d Fe+, r b M 5 N: CT iff d HY_~~ 
rbhf-":N:@. 
Proof. ( 1) We modify the construction of Definition 4.4. Rather that defining A”, as the 
set of all provable typing judgements r D M: CT, we define A; as the set of equivalence 
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classes [r D M: a] of the equivalence relation ~8 induced by the precongruence 5~ 
defined such that 
r~M:a5gP~N:a iff ~~~TDM~N:cT, 
The congruence rules of Definition 6.1 ensure that fun, abst, tfun, tabst, II, 
(-, -), inl, inr, and [-, -I, are well-defined. Rule (addvar) is used to show that if 
[r D M: a] GA;, when r DM 5 N: a E 8, then [A D M: a] EAZ, for any A such that 
TCA. 
Recall that, according to Definition 5.4, a valuation is a pair p = (0, q), where 8 is an 
infinite type substitution, and q is a partial function n: LX x W” + lJ(Ah),,r, ,,+w. Thus, 
recalling that worlds are contexts, q4(x) = [r D M: a] for some judgement r D M: a, 
when defined. Furthermore, the condition for p to satisfy a context r at a world A 
(since worlds are contexts), is VA(X) E AT”‘, that is, VA(X) = [A D Mx: f?(a)], for some 
M,, for every X: a E r. Thus, if p = (0, yl) satisfies a context r at A, the valuation 
p defines a substitution cp such that q(X) = e(X) for every X E U(FTV(r))X:ZEr, 
and q(x) = M, for every x E &m(r) (where VA(X) = [A D M,: Q(a)]), and we have 
A tk T[q], as defined just before Definition 4.4. Note that such a substitution cp depends 
on the selection of representatives chosen from the classes [A D Mx: 0(a)], but as we 
will see, this does not matter. Then, the following property can be shown by induction 
on the derivation of typing judgements. 
Claim. For the pre-applicative structure d just defined, for every pair of contexts r
and A, for every valuation p = (0, q), if A k T[p], then for every judgement r D M: a, 
we have A It T[cp] and 
d[T D M: alpA = [A D M[cp]: a[(p]], 
where cp is the substitution dejined by the restriction of pA to r, as explained above. 
One also verifies easily that if cpi and (~2 are two substitutions constructed by se- 
lecting representatives chosen from the classes [A D MX: 0(a)], as explained above, 
then 
[A D Wcp11: d(Pdl = [A D Wcp21: dall. 
Itremainstoshowthatdl-grDM~N:aiffd#~rr>M~N:a. 
To prove that ~4 lktg r D M 3 N: a implies d k-p r D M 5 N: a, we choose a 
particular valuation p = (0, q) as follows: 6’ is the identity, and q is defined such that, 
for every r and A such that r C A, for every x E X, 
w-(x) = 
{ 
[A D x: a] if x: a E r, 
undejined otherwise. 
Then, the substitution cp associated with p is the identity, and by the above claim, we 
have 
&[r D M: al]pA = [A D M: a], and &[r D N: alpA = [A D N: a]. 
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If d ED r D A4 5 N: o, since by definition of p, r H- T[p], we have 
and by the definition of 58, we have d l-p r D M 3 N: (T. 
Assume that d l-b r D A4 5 N: (T. Consider any A and any p such that A H- T[p]. 
Then, by the claim, we have A I- T[q], 
d[r D bf: 0jpd = [A D M[cp]: ~[cp]], and &[r D N:ajjpA=[A D N[q]:a[cp]], 
where q is the substitution defined by the restriction of PA to r, as explained earlier. 
Since we have A tk T[cp], by the (substitution) rule, we get 
which, by the definition of 58, means that 
[A D M[cpl: dcpll 5~ [A D Ncpl: dc~11, 
that is, &[r D M: ojpA & d[r D N: allpA, which shows that d, A tkp (r D A4 3 
N: o)[p]. Since this holds for all A and p, we have d H--b r D M 5 N: cr. 
(2) The proof is similar to that of (l), except that we define 5~ such that 
The argument showing that the resulting Kripke pre-applicative structure is a /%I- 
structure is identical to the argument given just after Definition 4.8. 
(3) The proof is similar to that of (2), except that we define 56 such that 
We also need to verify that the resulting Kripke pre-applicative structure is extensional, 
that is, that the functions fun, tfun, l7, and (cinl, cinr), are isotone. 
Assume that 
Since f unr([r D Ml : o + z]) is the family of functions ([r D Ml : o + 71~)~ c A, such 
that 
[r D Ml: o + z]d([A D Ni: 01) = [A D MrNt: r], 
for every [A D Ni: 01 EA;, and similarly for fuq-([r D I&: CJ + z]), letting A = T,x: CJ, 
where x q! FV(Mt ) U FV(&), we have 
and thus, in particular, 
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This means that d kerptl r,x: aDkflx 5 I&X: T, and since x 4 FV(Mr )UFV(&), by the 
first extensionality rule, we get 8 t-,PV rDbf1 5&:a-+z. Then, [~~M~:a-+z] 56 
[r D M2: a -+ z], showing that fun is isotone. The proofs for the other cases are similar. 
0 
As a corollary of Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.1, we obtain the following soundness 
and completeness theorem. 
Theorem 7.3. For any set d of inequalities, the following properties hold (1) & ttg 
~DM~N:~Z~~~BTDM~N:~;(~)~H-~,TDM~N:~~~S~~~~TDM~N:O; 
and(3)&~,B,TDM~N:az~dtexBtlTDMiN:a. 
Proof. (1) The direction (+) is just Lemma 7.1. Conversely, 8 tt-tg r D A4 5 N: a 
means that d lttg r D M 5 N: a whenever JZY lttg 8, for every Kripke /?-structure 
d. By Lemma 7.2, for any 6, there is some Kripke pre-applicative structure d such 
that for every inequality r D A4 5 N: a, 6 kp r D A4 5 N: a iff ~2 K-B r D A4 II: 
N: a. Then, in particular, we have ~2 It-g rr D Ml 5 N,: a1 for every r, D Ml 3 
NI: al E 8, which implies that d #b &‘. Then, we have d ttb r D A4 3 N: a, which 
implies that d tb r D M 5 N: a, by the definition of d. Cases (2) and (3) are 
similar. Cl 
Another interesting corollary of Lemma 7.2 which shows the correspondence between 
provability and inhabitation, is the following lemma, which generalizes a result of 
Mitchell and Moggi [12]. 
Lemma 7.4. Given a signature C and a set B of inequalities over C, there is a 
Kripke pre-applicative /3-structure ~2 such that d !tp d and the following property 
holds: A$ is nonempty for every w E W iff the type a, when viewed as a second- 
order proposition, is intuitionistically provable from the types of constants in Z. The 
same result holds for a j$structure when r;4 kpq 8, and for an exprpstructure when 
JzJ kt-,fiq 8. 
The special case where we consider soundness and completeness with respect to 
Kripke structures where AS, # 8 for all s E T and all worlds w E W, is of particular 
interest. First, observe that the proof system of Definition 6.1 is incomplete in this 
case. Consider the set of inequalities 
where f: (a + r), T, F: 2, and a # z. Clearly, we can prove x: a D T 5 F: T from 8. 
However, in Kripke structures with nonempty carriers, D T 5 F: z is valid, whereas 
we have no way of proving it. However, if we had a constant c: a, then by the 
(substitution)-rule, we would be able to prove D T 5 F: 2. 
The above discussion suggests adding a new rule to the system of Definition 6.1. 
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Definition 7.5. The rule (nonempty) is defined as follows. 
r,X:cSDM, -3l&:Z 
TDh’f, 3M2:r 
(nonempty) 
provided that x 4 FV(M1) U FV(M2). 
The notation d kp+ r D M 5 N: o means that r D M 5 N: o is provable from 8 
using the axioms and rules of the inequational B-theory of Definition 6.1, plus the rule 
(nonempty), and similarly for d l--~~+ r D M 5 N: r~ and d b-eX~tl+ r D M 5 N: @. The 
notation d Eb+ r D M 3 N: CJ means that 6 #p r D M 5 N: o in all Kripke pre- 
applicative /I-structures with all carriers nonempty, and similarly for d Kotl+ r D M 3 
N:a and &lt-,p,,+ TDM 5 N:CIJ. 
It is easily verified that the rule (nonempty) is sound with respect to Kripke structures 
with nonempty carriers. Completeness also holds. Unfortunately, Lemma 7.2 does not 
immediately yield this result, because some of the carriers of the Kripke structure used 
in the proof of that lemma may be empty. There is an easy way around, which consists 
in adding new constants, as we now explain. 
Let us expand our signature C by adding new constants c, such that Type(c,) = (T, 
for every closed type o E Y. If the original signature is C, the new signature is denoted 
as C,. Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 7.6. Given any set d of inequalities and any inequality b%I 3 N: cs over the 
original signature C, if & kp bM 3 N: CJ using any terms over the expanded signature 
C,, then there is some A such that dom(A)ndom(r) = 0, and d kb TU ADM 5 N: a, 
using only terms over the original signature C. The same result holds for by,, and 
t--eJ$P/. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the structure of proofs. The only interesting cases 
are the axioms and the (substitution) rule. The idea is the following: whenever a term 
N containing new constants is used, we replace every new constant c, in N by a new 
variable x, and we add x: a to the context. This way, every term N involving new 
constants is replaced by a term N’ over the original signature C. For example, if we 
are dealing with the axiom r D M[N/x] 5 (Ix: a. M)N: z, letting r’ be the declaration 
of all the new variables needed to eliminate new constants from M and N, we obtain 
the new axiom r U r’ D M’[N’/x] 5 (2x: a. M’)N’: z. In the case of the (substitution) 
rule, 
TDM, iM2:a 
A D Ml [cpl 3 &[cpl: dcpl 
(substitution) 
where q is a substitution such that A tl- T[cp], let A’ be the set of declarations needed to 
convert every term q(x) to a term q’(x) over the signature C, for every x E dam(r). 
Then, it is immediate that A u A’ k T[cp’], and we have F_B A U A’ D Ml [cp’] i 
Mdcp’l: dcp’l. 
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Since a proof is finite, and we have infinitely many variables, we can always use 
fresh variables that do not clash with the variables occurring in the original proof. q 
We can now prove the following soundness and completeness theorem. 
Theorem 7.7. For any set d of inequalities, the following properties hold: (1) 8’ H-b+ 
Tr>M 5 N: IJ ifs& l-b+ TDM 5 N: o; (2) d H--p,,+ TDM 5 N: CT zJTS kp,,+ TDM 5 N: a; 
and(3)d~exSs+TDM~N:az~d~erS~+TDM~N:0. 
Proof. (1) We go back to the proof of Lemma 7.2. Given the set d over the signature 
C, we define the structure d, but this time, over the expanded signature C,. Thus, A; 
is the set of equivalence classes [r D M: a] of the equivalence relation EJ- induced 
by the precongruence 58, where the terms M are over the expanded signature C,. For 
every type o, if FVT(o) = {Xl,. . . J,}, letting ii = VXi . . .VXj. (T be the closure of rr, 
there is a new constant cg such that Type(ce) = Z, and so, we have Xi: k,. . . ,Xm: * D 
C&l . . .X,,,: CJ, which shows that every carrier is nonempty. The rest of the proof is 
unchanged. Thus, we have constructed a Kripke structure with nonempty carriers such 
that, d kp r D M 5 N: o using any terms over the expanded signature Z, iff d H-p+ 
r D M 5 N: 0. Using the reasoning of Theorem 7.3, if d H--b+ r D M 5 N: B, then 
d k,g r D M 5 N: 0, using any terms over the expanded signature C,. 
Now, given any set 8’ of inequalities and any inequality r D M 5 N: CJ over the 
original signature Z, we observe that if d kb r D M 5 N: r~ using any terms over the 
expanded signature EC,, then 8 l-b+ r D M 5 N: g. Indeed, by Lemma 7.6, we have 
8 k,q r U A D M 5 N: (T, using only terms over the original signature C, for some A 
such that dom( A) f~ dam(r) = 0, and we eliminate all variables in A using the rule 
(nonempty). This shows the completeness part of (1). The soundness part is trivial. 
The proof for (2) and (3) is similar. 0 
We now consider equations. 
8. Proving equations 
In this section, we adapt he results of Section 7 to equations. Some simplifications 
take place. 
Formally, an equation TDM A N: CT is equivalent to the pair of inequalities TDM 3 
N: CT and r D N 3 M: IS. which amounts to adding the (symmetry) rule 
to the rules of the system of Definition 6.1. 
In view of Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3, the (substitution) rule becomes redundant, and 
the &-theory is equivalent o the e@~-theory. Some of the other congruence rules 
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also become redundant, for example for ~1, x2, inl, inr, (-, -) and [-, -1. For 
example, from l-b Tt> LX: 0. Ay: z. (x, y) A Ax: 6. ly: z. (x, y): u x z, l-b rDkf1 2 Nl: 0, 
and k,g r D A4 g N2: 7, we can show that l-p r D (ill,, NI) G (M2, Nz): 0 x z, using 
( + -congruence) and (j3). The resulting simplified equational proof system is given 
next. 
Definition 8.1. The axioms and inference rules of the equational /?-theory of Ai yx,+,v’ 
are defined below. 
Axioms: 
r D A4 A M: 0 (rejexivity) 
r D M[N/X] 1 (/ix: 6. M)N: z (j?) 
r D M[z/X] A (AX. M)T: o[r/X] (type-p) 
rbM A ?n((M,N)):fl (IQ) 
rDN A 7cz((A4, N)):z (Q) 
r D MP A [M, N]inl(P): 6 (inl) 
r D NP A [M, N]inr(P): 6 (inr) 
Inference Rules: 
rDkfl %&&XT 
ADMI -M~:cJ 
(addvar ) 
where r 2 A 
rDMI G M2:o 
rDM2 -M,:a 
(symmetry) 
rDMl AM2:a rDM2 AM3:a 
rDM* L M3:a 
(transitivity) 
rr>M, A M2:(a+t) rt>N, A N2:a 
r D (MEN,) G (MzN2): z 
( -i -congruence) 
r,x:aDMI G M2:z 
rDka.MI A Rx:o.M2:(o+z) 
(5) 
r D (M, z) A (M2~): a[z/X] 
&%?*r>MI -M2:a 
rr>,&vI G ilX.M2:VX.. 
(V-congruence) 
(type-0 
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The notation kb r D M G N: 0 means that the equation r D M - N: CJ is provable 
from the above axioms and inference rules. 
The equational extensional /Iv-theory of the system A +,‘,+,” is obtained by adding 
the following q-like rules to the axioms and inference rules of the P-theory: 
TDM A Ebx:o.(Mx):(a-+z) (r) 
where x 6 FV(M); 
r D M I AX. (MY): VX. CT (type-q) 
where X 6 FTV(M); 
TDM A (x1(M), Q(M)): CT x z (pair) 
r D M A [Ax: CT. (Mid(x)), ly: z. (Minr(y))]: (a + r) + 6 (copair) 
The notation tb,, r D M A N: o means that the equation r D M A N: CI is provable 
from all the axioms and the inference rules of the &-theory, including the q-like rules. 
Definition 6.4 can be restated for equations rather than inequalities, using the proof 
system of Definition 8.1. Similarly, Definition 6.5 can be restated for equations, but 
(1) has to be redefined in terms of =, instead of 5: 
(1) For every equation r D M G N: O, we say that r D M G N: CT holds at u and p 
in d, denoted as &, u ltp (r D M A N: a)[~], iff whenever u lt T[p], then 
&&‘[r D M: a@ = d[r D N: al]@ 
We have the following soundness and completeness theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. For any set d of equations, the following properties hold: (1) & tt, 
Tr>M-NN:aifSdtBrDM-N:a;(2)B~8,rr>M-N:aiffdt-BtlTDM-N:a. 
Proof. (1) We consider the set 6’ of inequalities obtained from d by adding the 
converse of every axiom and the converse of every equation in d. It easily verified 
that d Ep TDM A N:a iff d’ t-_~ rDM 3 N:o and b’ kp TDN 5 M:a. Then, we 
apply Theorem 7.7. The proof for (2) is similar. 0 
The equational version 
r,x:aDM, -M2:z 
rr>M, -M2:z 
of rule (nonempty) is shown below: 
(nonempty) 
provided that x 6 FV(M1) U FV(M2). Then, we also have the following equational 
version of Theorem 7.7. 
Theorem 8.3. For any set d of equations, the following properties hold: (1) d #-a+ 
rDM AN: o ifs& tp+ bM A N: o; (2) 8 k~,/+ rDM A N: CT $8 t-p,,+ rDM L N: 0. 
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Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.7, in view of the proof of Theorem 8.2. cl 
9. Conclusion and suggestions for further research 
A new class of Kripke structures for the second-order &calculus was defined, and the 
soundness and completeness of some proof systems for proving inequalities (rewrite 
rules) or equations was investigated. The Kripke structures considered in this paper 
form a more general class of structures than the applicative stmctures introduced by 
Mitchell and Moggi, since they are equipped with preorders that correspond to an 
abstract form of reduction, and they are not necessarily extensional. This approach 
allows us to consider models of sets of rewrite rules, as well as sets of equations. We 
obtained soundness and completeness theorems that generalize some results of Mitchell 
and Moggi to the second-order I-calculus, and to sets of inequalities (rewrite rules). 
Since this paper is already quite long, we have not considered Kripke second-order 
logical relations and their applications, which have been considered by Mitchell and 
Moggi [12] in the first-order case. We are confident that some of the basic results 
will go through, for example the construction of quotient structures, but the well- 
known problem of finding useful ways of constructing second-order logical relations 
remains. We also believe that it would be worth investigating whether Bream-Tannen 
and Coquand’s extensional collapse construction [I] can be adapated to our class of 
Kripke structures. It would also be interesting to see if the definition of HR02 and 
HE02 models can be recast in our formalism [3]. We believe that this is possible. 
Finally, it would be interesting to see if the structures of this paper can be extended 
to richer type theories, such as generalized type systems (in particular, the theory of 
constructions). 
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